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Abstract
A number of problems in reactor noise diagnostics have been investigated within the frame-
work of the present thesis. The papers presented cover three relatively different areas, namely
the problem of neutron noise induced by small vibrations of a strong absorber, the decomposi-
tion of noise in boiling water reactors (BWRs) with application to stability monitoring, and
finally fluctuation analysis of soft x-ray signals from fusion plasmas.

The noise induced by small vibrations of a strong absorber has been the subject of several
previous papers. The rod is commonly modelled using a 8 -function approximation of both the
static and vibrating rod. However, conventional linearization of the noise equation is not valid
for strong rods in this model. To remedy this situation, a perturbative approach has been
elaborated that allows for linearization of the equations. This rod model, which is called the
e/d model, represents the static rod by an absorber of finite width and the vibration by two
weakly absorbing layers situated on the opposite faces of the finite static rod and with strengths
fluctuating in opposite phase. This model was used previously, by others, but with erroneous
results. In this paper, we discuss the reason for the failure of the conventional linearization
method, derive the correct solution in the E/d model in both 1-D and 2-D and make
comparisons with previous correct solutions obtained by much more sophisticated methods
employed only in 1-D.

The noise in BWRs may consist of one or several co-existing modes of oscillation and
besides the fundamental mode, a regional first azimuthal mode has been observed in e.g.
Ringhals-1. In order to determine the different stability characteristics of the different modes, it
is important to be able to decompose the noise into its mode constituents. A separation method
based on factorisation of the flux has been attempted previously, but without success. The
reason for the failure of the factorisation method is the presence of the local component of the
noise and its axial correlation properties. Further, due to the approximation of the factorisation
integral by a finite sum, cross-correlations between all detectors will appear in the auto-
correlation of the factorised detector signals. In the paper presented here, we elaborate a
modified factorisation technique that takes the noise structure and the approximate factorisation
into account. A phenomenological model is used in support of the proposed decomposition
technique and it is further applied to the problem of decay ratio determination in Ringhals
measurements.

In a joint project, we have applied reactor noise diagnostics on measurement data from
the Joint European Torus (JET) fusion plasmas. Soft x-rays emitted from the plasma carry
information regarding the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modes and small scale fluctuations
that are present in the plasma. Traditionally tomographic methods have been applied to analyse
these plasma activities, but in the papers presented here, spectra and phase relations are used to
determine mode numbers, frequency and toroidal rotation velocity of some MHD modes.
Further, simple model calculations have been performed and the results are used in the
interpretation of the measurements.

Keywords: noise diagnostics, control rod vibrations, BWR stability monitoring, noise
decomposition, soft x-ray diagnostics, correlations, power spectra
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction

The word noise usually makes us think of some unwanted disturbance, like the crackling
sounds made by the radio when we are trying to tune in to our favourite music channel. One
usually considers noise as a nuisance which limits the precision of a measurement or cause
deterioration in the performance of a system. Thus we tend to disregard noise or develop
ingenious explanations/devices to be able to suppress it in, for example, the results of an exper-
iment. However, the noise, i.e. uncertainties in the measured data, often arise from the random
nature of the system considered and not from the inaccuracy of the measurement. In other
words, in many physical systems the state variables contain a mean and a fluctuating compo-
nent. The fluctuating part, which can be regular (periodic) or random, often carries just as
much information about the system as the mean value. It is the presence of random fluctua-
tions, which merit the term noise. However, in reactor physics the monitoring and diagnostics
of dynamic properties based on detector signal fluctuations of both periodic and random fluctu-
ations are often lumped together in the broad term "noise diagnostics". Noise diagnostics is an
effective tool due to its sensitivity and because it is non-intrusive, it does not require an applied
perturbation to measure a dynamic parameter.

1.1 Noise in reactor physics

The study of fluctuations in particle systems started in the 1950's with studies of collision
cascades (electron-photon cascades) caused by cosmic rays entering the atmosphere. This led
later to studies of fluctuations in the number neutrons in both critical and non-multiplying
systems. Systems in which the noise sources have their origin in the randomness of the
interaction of particles with a steady medium and where fluctuations in other physical properties
(i.e. fluctuations in the medium) may be neglected are called zero-power systems. In such zero-
power systems, the fluctuations arise from the randomness of such processes as the flight time
of the particles between nuclear reactions, the number of new neutrons created in fission events
and the type of different nuclear reaction etc. Thus, the fluctuations carry information regarding
the system properties like the cross sections, delayed neutron fraction and reactivity. Such
fluctuations are called "zero reactor noise".

In power reactors the situation is different, since the dominating noise sources are not of
nuclear nature but originate from changes in the material properties, due to mechanical
perturbations. The mechanical perturbations cause temporal and spatial fluctuations of the
macroscopic cross sections in the reactor system. Examples of such noise sources are
mechanical vibrations of control rods, fuel rods/assemblies and structures, fluctuations in
temperature, pressure and coolant flow rate and boiling of the coolant. The neutron noise
induced by such perturbations is called "power reactor noise". Actually, in power reactors, both
types of noise are present concurrently, but the power reactor noise has a much larger magnitude
and thus the zero noise is negligible. This thesis concerns theory development and applications
of power reactor noise exclusively. However, the methods and applications, developed through
probability theory for the stochastic processes of zero-power noise, may be useful in future
subcritical accelerator driven systems (ADS).

In noise theory the input-output concept, which is commonly used in control and system
identification theory, is very useful. Thus, first the equations that describe the average properties
of the system are determined. Second, the terms in the equations that have random character are
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identified and described by statistic measures. The variable of interest (output) must then also
be a random variable. Thus, the input noise source is transferred via the transfer function to the
output variable. The transfer function itself describes the inherent response characteristics of the
system. However, a fundamental requirement for the validity of this concept is that the system
equations can be linearized. In other words, a small perturbation on the input must yield a small
fluctuation on the output.

The development of noise theory consists of finding models for the different noise sources
and use appropriate modelling of the system to calculate the system transfer functions. The
resulting output noise from a specific noise source may then be calculated to increase the
understanding of the physical processes involved or to make comparisons with measurements.

The practical application of noise methods include the direct determination of the reactor
transfer function, i.e. the system parameters, by measuring the output (neutron noise) to a
known input (noise source). For example, reactivity noise can be induced by moving a control-
rod in some specified manner like a step function, periodic oscillation or a sequence of random
steps. This has been performed in a number of experiments at different reactors. The transfer
function may also be determined experimentally by using the intrinsic noise sources in the
reactor, e.g. the boiling process in BWRs, and some assumption regarding the characteristics of
the noise sources, e.g. the assumption that boiling constitutes a low-pass filtered white noise
process. This is very useful, since dynamic information about the properties of the system may
be obtained during steady state operation, and without the need to apply a manual perturbation
like control rod movements. This can be used to obtain different reactor properties like
coefficients of reactivity (i.e. feedback coefficients), transfer functions between different
process parameters (e.g. the effect on neutron noise from fluctuations in temperature, pressure,
coolant flow rate etc.), stability characteristics (e.g. power oscillations). The transfer function
can also be calculated for different systems of varying complexity. For relatively realistic
systems, it is usually required that the calculations be simplified through different
approximations. However, it is feasible to extend existing static diffusion codes (i.e. in-core fuel
management codes) to include the capability of transfer function calculations.

If the system transfer function is reasonably well known, the noise sources may be
investigated and monitored. This can be used to detect and investigate mechanical vibrations of
control rods, vibrations and impacting of detector strings, core barrel motion, vibration of vessel
internals, boiling noise (e.g. detection of subcooled boiling in PWRs) and time delays from
transport effects (e.g. the steam propagation in BWRs). Further, neutron noise may also be
induced by other anomalies and malfunctions (e.g. malfunctions control systems) in different
components of the reactor system.

Noise measurements performed at regular time intervals give the opportunity to obtain
further information. The detection of trends or anomalies in such databases may be used to
examine and monitor wear, fatigue and changes in the performance of reactor components. The
value of such results is obvious and thus the safe and economic operation of a nuclear power
plant is enhanced by the routine use of noise diagnostics. Further information on noise and noise
diagnostics can be found in Refs. 1 and 2.
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1.2 Basics of reactor noise diagnostics

The theory of detection and characterisation of perturbations affecting the neutron flux is
based on the above mentioned linear input-output concept. Thus, we will first identify the
fluctuating input parameter and state the equations governing the system behaviour. In order to
simplify the forthcoming derivations of relevant expressions, we will use one-group theory, one
group of delayed neutrons and a bare one-dimensional system, i.e. a slab reactor. Further, the
system has space-time-independent group constants D, vE, and Z a . The static diffusion
equation for this system reads as

0 fLa)^0(x) = 0 (1)

where the material buckling BQ is given by

Here, the input parameter is the absorption cross section LQ. If a small space-time-
dependent perturbation 6EQ (x, t) is introduced in this system such that

E a - » £ f l ( * , 0 = E a + 6Ea(*,r) (3)

then this will cause small time-dependent fluctuations to appear in the neutron flux (output) as
well. The time-dependent (dynamic) equations for the neutron flux and precursor density read

x, t) = DA$ (x, t) + [vLf( 1 - P) - La (x, t) ] <|> (x, t) + XC (x, t) (4)

A c (x, t) = vLftty (x, /) - IC (x, t) (5)

The flux and precursor density can be expressed in the same manner as the absorption cross
section (3). Inserting these expressions in the time-dependent equations and subtracting the
steady state values using the static equation, yields a general equation for the noise 5(|) (JC, t) .

The equation will contain some terms of second order in the fluctuating part, e.g. a term
of the form 5L (x, t) S<|> (x, t) . Here the fundamental assumption that the cross section
fluctuations used to model the noise source are small, otherwise perturbation theory is not valid
and the problem becomes non-linear. Assuming small cross section fluctuations leads to small
resulting flux fluctuations, since the diffusion equation is linear, and thus all terms of second
order are very small compared to first order terms and may be neglected. Further, a temporal
Fourier transform eliminates the time derivatives. The effect of the delayed neutron precursors
can then be included in the equation for the flux fluctuations by simple algebraic elimination of
the precursor density. The result is given by

A&|> (x, co) + B2 (co) 6<t) (*, co) = SQ (JC, CO) (6)

The fluctuating cross sections are all contained in the noise source SQ (x, co) given by
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BE.(x, co) ((>n(x)
SQ (jc, co) = aK

 D'Wo (7)

The solution to this equation is found as a convolution integral of the source function
SQ (X, CO) with the Green's function belonging to eqn (6). The Green's function is defined by
the equation

AxGQ (x, x', co) + B2 (co) Go (x, x\ co) = 5 (JC - x') (8)

Finally, the solution of the neutron flux fluctuations (output) can be written as

B<K*.e>) = (Go (x, x\ co) So(*', co) dx' (9)

Notice that the Green's function is the actual transfer function of the system. Further, equation
(8) contains only unperturbed properties of the system, thus the Green's function as obtained
from (8) is the unperturbed transfer function of the system. This means that the transfer func-
tion is independent of the noise source, or in other words, the neutron noise can be factorized
in terms of the transfer function and the noise source.

Thus, once the Green's function has been obtained for a particular reactor, the induced
noise due to any known perturbation can be calculated from (9) (the direct approach). On the
other hand, if the noise h§ is obtained from measurements, the noise source SQ (*', co) can be
determined from an inversion of eqn (9), assuming that the transfer function GQ (x, x', co) is
known (the indirect approach). The inversion applies also to the determination of the transfer
function from a knowledge of the noise source and the measured noise. Here, the term noise
diagnostics will refer to the detection, characterisation and monitoring of an unknown noise
source SQ (*', co) , when the transfer function is known. Inversion of (9) requires the noise to be
known everywhere in the reactor. Since noise measurements in practice are made at a few fixed
spatial locations, it seems impossible to invert eqn (9). However, the cure is to find a simple
mathematical model of the noise source which can be integrated analytically. This is not as
limiting as it may seem. The noise source may often be appropriately described using a simple
analytical function, which depends on the position of the perturbation x and a few unknown
parameters. Hence, a few measurements of the noise and a knowledge of the Green's function
yield a system of equations, from which the unknown parameters can be determined.

Since many noise sources which are of potential interest to diagnose are of local spatial
character, the integral is confined to a small region around the position of the perturbation. For
example, consider the problem of localization of a vibrating absorber rod. In this case, the time-
dependent position of a vibrating absorber rod can be conveniently modelled using Dirac 5 -
functions as

- [Xp + E(t)])-b(x-xp)} (10)

The parameter y describes the strength of the rod and it is sometimes called the Galanin con-
stant inspired by the modelling of static absorbers introduced by Feinberg and Galanin
(Ref. 3). In the static case, the use of a 5-function reduces the description of the rod to two
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parameters, the rod strength y and its equilibrium position x . The calculation of the static flux
using such an absorber model is simplified, since the calculation of the flux inside the rod is
superfluous. Further in case of a strong absorber, the flux within the rod as obtained from diffu-
sion theory would not be valid anyway. The use of 5 -functions to describe the vibrations of
absorber rods in power reactors was first introduced by Williams (Ref. 4). This kind of 5 -func-
tion modelling of vibrating absorber rods for noise calculations is called the FGW (Feinberg-
Galanin-Williams) model as initiated by Pa"zsit (Ref. 5).

The above can now be used to illustrate the usefulness of noise source modelling in noise
diagnostics when an unfolding of noise source parameters is attempted through the inversion of
eqn (6). First of all, the noise source is now described by a simple formula, containing a few
parameters (y, e, x ) that are unknown in a given case and which are the subject of diagnostics.
Second, the integration in (9) can now be performed. One obtains

(x,xp,(o)b0(xp) +G0(x,xp,a>)$Q'(xp)} (11)

Equation (11) is the solution for the vibration induced noise for weak absorbers. Notice that the
assumption of a weak absorber rod is a sufficient condition for the perturbation based deriva-
tion of (6) to be valid.

It is straightforward to extend the above equations to 2-D or 3-D and thus more realistic
systems. Further, equation (11) shows that with noise source modelling, an explicit expression
for the vibration induced neutron noise was obtained, which contains the unknown parameters
y, e, and x One can now design mathematical algorithms by which these unknown
parameters can be determined by using a few (a minimum of three) detectors to e.g. locate the
position of a vibrating rod in a realistic reactor core. Such methods have been developed and
used even in the diagnostics of an operating plant.

As will be shown below, the situation is much more complicated if the rod cannot be
assumed weak. In fact, a correct 2-D solution corresponding to (11) has not been derived
previously. We have been able to derive such a solution recently which is described in the next
section.

2. Noise theory for vibrations of strong absorbers

The aim here is to find the noise induced by vibrations of a strong absorber rod. Since we start
by assuming that the rod is strong, it would then be contradictory to linearize the noise equa-
tion based on the assumption of a weak absorber. However, to keep things as simple as possi-
ble we would still like to be able to linearize the noise equation and from our present point of
view it seems feasible to linearize on the assumption of a small vibration amplitude. However,
although the condition of a weak absorber is sufficient for the linearization to be valid, this is
not the case for the assumption of a small vibration amplitude. This fact will be illustrated
below by showing that the term S£5<|) is actually of first order in the vibration amplitude and
hence it cannot be neglected.
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2.1 Proof of the inapplicability of traditional linearization

If small amplitude vibrations are a valid argument for linearization, the term 5L5(|) should be
of second order in E . The term we would like to neglect can then be written as

0 = y{S(x-xp-e(t)) -§(x-xp)}b<fr(x,t) (12)

where the cross section fluctuations are equivalent to eqn (10) for a vibrating absorber rod.
Since 5 -functions always are interpreted through their integrals, we take the integral of the
above expression over the whole reactor and the result is

J1 0] =p (13)

x,

It is clear that this expression is of second order in s if &§' (x , t) is linear in e, i.e. it disap-
pears with vanishing e. For obvious reasons we cannot use eqn (11) to obtain 5<t>' (x , t) .

However, assuming that the rod vibrates at a very low frequency, we can apply the
adiabatic approximation to this problem. In this approximation, the change in flux shape (i.e.
eigenf unction), that appears as a result of the variation of the rod position, can be obtained from
static calculations. The noise due to the rod vibrations is then obtained as the difference between
the static flux shape at time t and the equilibrium flux shape, respectively. In formulae, we have

6<K*,0 = 4>Y(*,0 -4>T(*) (14)

where the static flux <b is obtained from a static diffusion equation, including a 6 -function rod
(i.e. an FGW rod), as

A*y (x) + B2^y (x) - 1 • 6 (x - xp) <|>Y (x) = 0 (15)

This system will be referred to as the static perturbed system in the forthcoming. The solution
to eqn (15) is straightforward and it can be found in paper I.

Modelling of the rod vibrations consists of letting the rod position vary (i.e.
xp -^xp + e(t) ), where e (t) describes small amplitude vibrations around the rod position x .
Now, assume a central absorber, i.e. xp = 0 , and that a snapshot of the perturbed flux is taken
at two different times tl and t2 wheree(r2) >e(tl) .The solution to (15) is now used to obtain
$y(x) for the equilibrium rod position, as well as tyy(x, t{) and <|> (x, t2) for the two
displaced rod positions.

The resulting noise, which is obtained from (14), is illustrated in Fig. 1. The positions of
the rod at equilibrium xp = 0 and the displacements e(r2) and e(r1) are indicated using
vertical dashed lines. Further, different absorber strengths have been used in Fig. la and Fig. lb,
where Yft > Ya • The most important thing to note is that the slope of the two curves, i.e. the
derivative of the noise w.r.t. x, in the vicinity of the rod is constant, i.e. independent of the
vibration amplitude e. Equation (13) now shows that the term 6E54> is not of second order, but
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of first order in the vibration amplitude. Hence, linearization of the equation for the noise is not
allowed based only on the smallness of the vibration amplitude. Further, the difference in slope
between Fig. la and Fig. lb shows that the noise is dependent on rod strength y, with the
stronger rod having the greater slope. Indeed linearizing on the assumption of a weak absorber
leads to correct results, since 5<J>' (xp, t) is O (y) , as expected.

0.1
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0.05 •

0

-0.05

•

•

.

E(r2)
10 15

b)
0.1

0.05

0

-0.05
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Fig. 1. The calculated noise in the vicinity of the rod. The slope of
the noise is independent of e. The noise is also shown for a rela-

tively weak rod (a) and a strong rod (b).

The derivation given above, which leads to the conclusion that linearization of the noise
equations based only on the smallness of the vibration amplitude is not valid, was first presented
by P£zsit in Ref. 6. There, it was also concluded that by performing the lineariziation in a correct
way, the correct result should also be obtained for strong rods. Thus, to reach the correct
solution, the noise equation needs to be solved using some method that takes the term S£S<|>
into account. A sophisticated method (see Ref. 6 for details), that performs this task was
developed by P&zsit (Ref. 6). The method yields the correct solution for the noise induced by
the vibrations of a strong FGW absorber as

- Y .
'V

+ GQ (x, xp, to)

V
(16)

where GQ (x, x , co) is the transfer function of the unperturbed system (8) (i.e. the system
without the presence of a static rod). The symmetrical derivatives GQ'(x , x , co) and
<L' (x

p) we obtained as
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and

The complexity of the applied method is such that it is not possible to extend it to 2-D or 3-D
and thus to more realistic systems. Further, equation (15) including a static rod in the form of a
5 -function has not even a physical solution in 2-D. In order to make some progress on this
problem, a complete new approach was needed.

2.2 Correct solution of the noise induced by a strong vibrating absorber

For first order perturbation theory to be applicable, the perturbation must in some sense
be small. In this context a simplified explanation is that ordinary first order perturbation theory
can only treat small changes in the cross sections. In the FGW model of a strong vibrating rod,
a whole rod disappears in one point and another rod is born in another point. If the rod is strong,
the local cross section perturbation is large and thus perturbation theory breaks down. It is thus
intuitively clear that perturbation theory may be applicable for small vibrations of a finite rod if
the vibration amplitude e is much less than the diameter of the rod d. The vibration can then
be represented by two weak variable strength absorbers at the two opposite sides of the rod
along the vibration, fluctuating in opposite phase. This way the strength of the whole rod is not
burdening the perturbation theory calculation. This alternative modelling of a vibrating
absorber is developed in Ref. 5, where it is called the e/d approximation.

Mathematically, the modelling of a finite static control rod can be made in the form of a
! slab of thick

can be written as
finite slab of thickness d and with its centre at x . In formulae, the rod absorption cross section

4 ,
I 0, otherwise

where the function 0 (x, x , d) can be realised using unit step functions. The most important
feature of this model appears when it is used for a vibrating rod, that performs small amplitude
vibrations |e (t) \ « d. By letting the rod position vary (i.e. again x —> x + e (r) ), the result-
ing fluctuations in the absorption cross section is simply obtained as

6Efl(*,0«e(0 -Lr
a{b(x-xp-d/2) -h(x-xp + d/2)} (20)

Notice that the vibration amplitude appears as a multiplying factor to the two 5 -functions,
which describe the positions of two absorbing layers on. the faces of the finite static rod. The
strength of the time dependent cross section perturbation, due to the fluctuating layers, is given
by e (/) -La and it is now much smaller than the strength of the static finite rod, which is given
by Lr

Q • d. Thus, this model fulfils its purpose of making the term 5£5<j> of second order in the
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vibration amplitude and conventional linearization of the noise equation is therefore valid in this
model.

The advantages of the e/d approximation are that the equations are linear for any rod
strength and that the model can be applied in 2-D and 3-D systems. The solution for the noise
in the e/d model was derived in Ref. 5. However, the analytical results obtained using the e/d
model differed from those obtained using the FGW model and the sophisticated solution
technique elaborated in Ref. 6. It remained unclear why this was the case.

It became clear only recently that the deviation between the FGW results in Ref. 6 and the
e/d results in Ref. 5 is that the latter are in error. A re-examination of the derivation performed
in Ref. 5 showed that the effect of the static rod was neglected in the calculation of the Green's
function. This neglection was unjustified, and this is the reason for the incorrect results.

The correct derivation of the neutron noise in the e/d model, i.e. by taking the static rod
into account in the defining equation for the Green's function as well as in the noise equation,
was first performed by the author and reported in paper I. It is found that in 1-D the solution is
identical to the one obtained by Pazsit in Ref. 6 in the FGW model. Thus the applicability of
perturbation theory to the rod vibration problem has been proved trough the e/d model.

We will now briefly outline the derivation of the correct solution of the noise in the e/d
model. According to the e/d model, the perturbed static equation can be written as

A ^ (A) + B2
p*p (x) - Lr

a@ (x, xp, d) §p (A) = 0 (21)

where the subscript p refers to the presence of a static rod of finite width. Similarly as in the
unperturbed static system (1), introduction of a dynamic perturbation 5Efl (x, t) will lead to
the noise equation

2 ?
AS* (x, co) + Bl (co) St (x, co) - - ^ 0 (x, xp, d) 54 (x, co) = Sp (x, co) (22)

The Green's function of the e/d system above is

7 ^

AxGp (x, x', co) + B (co) Gp (x, x\ co) - - ^ 0 (x, xp, d) Gp (x, xp, co) = 6 (x - x') (23)

We also define the dynamic equation corresponding to (8) as

AS* (x, co) + B2 (co) 5<j> (x, co) - ^ 6 (* - xp) 5<|> (JC, co) = Sy (x, co) (24)

and a Green's function

AxGy (x, x', co) + B2 (co) Gy (x, x', co) - ^ 6 (JC - xp) Gy (JC, x\ co) = 8 (x - x') (25)

The solution of (22), with (23) and (20) is
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S<t>(*,co) = [Gp(*,*', co)Sp(x', co)dxf =

(x, xn + d/2, co) <b (xn + d/2)- Gn (x, xD - d/2, co) <b (x-d/2)}

(26)

I "->„ V"l •"•p • " ' —> ~ " / T p V-Vp • —' — / - " p V"l " p —• —' — / T p \"p

At this point the finite static rod can be reduced into a 5 -function absorber when calculating G
and <|> at A- ± d/2. This is performed by replacing G and <b with G and <b and using a
Taylor expansion. As described in Ref. 8, care must be taken of the fact that <|> has discontinu-
ous derivatives at x = x . In addition, this time we also need to take into account that the
derivative of G (x, x\ co) with respect to x' is discontinuous too at *' = x as seen from
(25). One obtains

5* (x, co) = ^ e (co) { G / (x, xp, co) 4>y (xp) + Gy (x, xp, co) fj"' (xp)} (27)

Here,

57 ^ [ ^ l ^ l ] (28)
is the symmetrical derivative of the Green's function.

As mentioned previously, a formally similar solution of the e/d problem was given in
Ref. 5 with the difference that, erroneously, the unperturbed Green's function Go of eqn (8) was
used instead of the correct G . Since GQ has a continuous derivative at x' = x in the first
term of (27), simply Go ' (x, x , co) appeared instead of the symmetrical derivative (28). On the
other hand, replacing <j) by <}> , was performed correctly. Thus in Ref. 5 a mixture of correct
and incorrect terms was used.

Equation (27) is the correct formal solution of the e/d problem, i.e. the perturbative
treatment of the vibrations of a finite rod. If the correct Green's function G (x, x', co) is
calculated from (25), which can be given in the simple system considered here in a closed
analytical form, then the complete solution of the problem is obtained. This calculation was first
performed by the present author and it is reproduced in paper I, giving an explicit solution in
terms of the correct Green's function of the e/d problem. Explicit equivalence with the former
FGW results of Ref. 6 has also been proved. This, however, requires tedious mathematical
manipulations.

__^ In proving the equivalence, explicit calculations can be avoided by expressing G and
G ' in terms of GQ and GQ'. This is no doubt the most economical way of proving the
equivalence. Besides, this method can be extended in a straightforward manner to two
dimensions. The gain of using this method, i.e. avoiding explicit solutions, is even larger there,
since the explicit solutions are significantly more complicated in 2-D. This more compact
derivation is given in paper II for both 1-D and 2-D systems. Here we only quote the final
results.

By comparing the defining equations for GQ (x, xp, co) (eqn (8)) and Gy (x, x , co) (eqn
(25)), the solutions for Gy(x,xp,(o) and GJ(x,xp,a)) can be constructed from
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corresponding solutions for GQ and GQ'. Then, the following relationships can be derived,
without having the concrete representations of either GQ or GQ':

Gn (x, x , co)
Gy(x,xp, co) = ° l ? (29)

— j S ( V XP' ̂  Go <•*• X
P'ra)

G ' (x, x co) = = + Go' (x, x co) (30)

Substituting (29) and (30) into (27) will now lead directly to the earlier FGW result of Ref. 6,
eqn (16). This means that the perturbative treatment (i.e. the e/d model) of the small vibra-
tions of a finite rod gives correct results. It can also be seen that when the rod strength tends to
zero, i.e. y —» 0, G and G ' relax to their weak absorber counterparts Go and Go ' , respec-
tively. Thus, in this limit the e/d model and the weak absorber approximation yield equivalent
results for the vibration induced noise.

The main advantage of the e/d model, is that it can be extended to two dimensions, as it
was shown already in Ref. 5. The 2-D solution of the e/d model given there, however, suffers
from the same error as the 1-D case, namely the neglection of the effect of the static rod. At the
same time, a heuristic extension of the 1-D FGW results to 2-D was suggested. This surmise of
the 2-D FGW solution has not been possible to prove so far, because, as previously mentioned,
the solution technique used in the 1-D FGW model cannot be extended to 2-D.

We have been able to extend the formal solution of the correct e/d model to two
dimensions (paper II). That is, the solution is given in terms of the unperturbed Green's
function, which means that it is also possible to compare it with the intuitive 2-D FGW solution.
It is seen that the solutions are identical what regards functional dependence on the unperturbed
Green's function, but the definition of certain factors (constants) differ. Asymptotically,
however, (i.e. for thin rods) they converge to each other. Thus it is proved that the heuristic
solution for the noise, induced by the vibration of a strong absorber, is valid.

To put these results into perspective, it is useful to mention the possible applications of
the presented results in noise investigations and diagnostics. The correct solution to the noise in
the e/d model for strong absorbers has been found in both 1-D and 2-D. This result is
interesting in its own right, since previous derivations of the noise in this model have been
shown to be erroneous. Further, the result can be used to investigate the limits of applicability
of the weak absorber approximation for realistic control rods. In reality, the weak absorber
approximation may not always be applicable, thus a correct solution for strong absorbers is
necessary. Finally, the solution obtained is very valuable since one can calculate the noise
induced by a strong vibrating absorber in realistic systems, without the need to take into account
the presence of the static rod in the equation for the Green's function. For this reason, it is
sufficient to calculate the unperturbed Green's function, which is a simple and well-known
Green's function, and then the noise for strong absorbers can be obtained by using the
expression in (16) and the corresponding result in 2-D (paper n).
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3. BWR power oscillations

In the early development of boiling water reactors (BWR), the fundamental neutron flux
mode tended to oscillate at "high" powers of the reactor. Although this was largely remedied by
operation at high pressure, present day commercial BWRs can still experience power
oscillations at high power and low coolant flow rate, especially during start up of the reactor.
Thus, operators are forced to either avoid certain regions of the power-flow map and/or to
monitor the stability characteristics of the reactor continuously.

In its simplest form, a BWR can be considered as a system with closed-loop feedback. For
example, consider a reactor at critical steady state conditions and assume that we perturb it by
withdrawing a control rod in a step like manner. This will cause the reactivity to increase as a
step function and the neutron flux will follow, with its time constant given by the delayed
neutrons. Since the number fission events and thus the heat produced increases with the neutron
flux, the temperature of the fuel and moderator and the amount of boiling will also increase, but
at a relatively slow rate. The increase in void formation leads immediately to less moderation
and thus more neutrons will be lost from the fission chain and the reactivity will fall off. Finally,
the reactivity decays to zero and the reactor will reach a new steady state, although at a higher
power level. The described sequence regards the average behaviour of the whole reactor, but
local effects are also very important. The time-dependence of the neutron flux, including
feedback effects, can be approximately described by a second order differential equation and
the reactor is therefore said to be a system of second order.

Assuming that the reactor is operated at steady state, however, does not mean that its
power level is exactly constant. Actually the power level (i.e. neutron flux) fluctuates around a
mean value and in BWRs this neutron noise (i.e. the fluctuating part) appear mainly due to the
continuous excitation of the reactor system by the naturally occurring fluctuations in the void
content (steam bubbles). At certain operational situations, the system parameters may be such
that the stochastic excitation of the reactor will cause the power level to oscillate. These
oscillations are conventionally monitored to obtain information on the stability of the reactor
system.

The time-dependent neutron flux can be expressed as a sum of different oscillation modes
with different stability characteristics. The fundamental mode (i.e. the leading term) is a core-
wide in-phase oscillation of the neutron flux and thus of reactor power. This global mode has
the highest reactivity and it is conventionally monitored through noise analysis methods. It is
damped by the feedback coupling of the neutron flux to the whole recirculation flow. The first
azimuthal mode is a side-to-side oscillation of the neutron flux, thus it shows an out-of-phase
behaviour in opposite halves of the core. This regional mode results in constant reactor power
and constant recirculation flow, since an increase of the flow/flux in one half of the core is
cancelled out by a corresponding decrease in the other half. Generally, this mode is subcritical
and it is thus damped by the neutronics. However, since there exist both gain and damping
mechanisms for the different modes, any one can become unstable at certain operating
conditions. For example, the out-of-phase mode may become unstable while the in-phase mode
is still stable. The fundamental mode usually has a larger amplitude than the first azimuthal
mode. This fact hides the stability characteristics of the latter mode and therefore it cannot be
properly monitored by the conventional methods in use.
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In reactor noise jargon, the stability of a reactor is expressed by the decay ratio (DR). The
DR is defined as the ratio of two consecutive maxima of the impulse response (IR) or the auto
correlation function (ACF), i.e. A2/A1 in Fig. 2. Thus, a DR equal to unity corresponds to
unstable limit-cycle oscillations exhibited by the system, while a DR lower than unity means
that the system is inherently stable. In reality neither the ACF nor the IR for a reactor system
are as clear cut as the ideal case in Fig. 2.

1 2 3 4 5 6
Time [s]

Fig. 2. The definition ofDRfor the ACF and the Impulse
response of a second order system.

Stability measurements performed in Ringhals 1 during start-up 1990, showed that limit
cycle power oscillations occurred at 72.6% power and a core flow of 3694 kg/s. Analysis of the
phase relationships between the different local power range monitors (LPRMs) showed that the
first azimuthal mode was responsible for the oscillations (out-of-phase oscillations).
Measurements performed in a nearby point on the power-flow map indicated a stable situation
with a DR of approximately 0.7. Further, the phase between LPRMs in these operating points
showed that the power oscillations were in-phase. The oscillations in both operating points
occurred at the same frequency. This may seem like a contradiction, but in fact the explanation
is that an in-phase (global) mode was present simultaneously with an out-of-phase (regional)
mode and at the same frequency. These two modes had different amplitudes and different
stability properties. The amplitude of the two modes depended strongly on the operating point,
with the effect that a change of operating point seemed to make the DR "jump" from a value of
-0.7 directly to unity. It was then realised, that in this case the conventional DR did not give an
appropriate indication of how close one was to instability. In order to resolve this problem, the
two flux modes need to be separated and their DRs determined independently.

Thie was early to point out the possibility of global power oscillations in BWRs (Ref. 7),
as well as the first to point out the possibility of higher spatial oscillation modes, and he also
showed that out-of-phase oscillations occurred in the Caorso plant (Ref. 8). Thie obtained the
out-of-phase component by taking a weighted difference of signals from detectors 180° apart
radially in the reactor (Ref. 8). This method relies on the symmetry of the out-of-phase mode
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and the result is that in-phase components common to both detector signals cancel, while out-
of-phase components are somewhat enhanced. A similar procedure was used with success to
determine the stability properties of the global and regional modes in the Ringhals case (Ref.
9). This method has also become the most widely used procedure so far in separation of global
and out-of-phase modes in BWRs (Ref. 10). The method of taking differences between
diagonally opposite LPRMs will hereafter be referred to as the subtraction method.
Alternatively, a decomposition method based on the factorisation of the flux can be used to
obtain the modes separately. This so called factorisation method is outlined in the next section,
but first we need to give a few details regarding the Ringhals measurements, in order to simplify
the forthcoming discussion.

The Ringhals measurements are denoted by letters A-I and the interesting cases are D, G
and H. The azimuthal out-of-phase behaviour appeared in case G, while D and H are the
operating points that are closest to G on the power-flow map. The measurements were taken at
the beginning of cycle (BOC) 14 and consisted of a total of 72 LPRMs on two different axial
levels, 36 on each level. The axial levels are denoted by 2 (upper half) and 4 (bottom). This data
has since been included in an OECD/NEA benchmark on stability, the results of which were
reported in Ref. 11. Several sets of measurements from other operating cycles are also included
in the benchmark, but they are of limited interest here, since the regional oscillation occurred
only in one measurement in the set taken in 1990.

3.1 The factorisation method

The space-time dependent flux can either be factorised into an amplitude and a shape
function, or expanded into a sum of spatial eigenmodes. Writing the former factorisation as

4>(r,r) =P(t)V(r,t) (31)

Assuming that the time-dependent fluctuations of the quantities in (31) are all small, each
of them can be written as composed of a sum of a steady state value and a small time-dependent
perturbation. These expressions can be substituted into (31) and, after some simplification, we
obtain

5<|> (r, t) = bP (0 <|>0 (r) + 5 ¥ (r, t) (32)

The first term in (32) represents the fluctuations of the global mode (i.e. it has the same
spatial dependence as the static flux §Q (r) ) and it will be called either the reactivity, core-wide
or global term. The second term 5*F (r, t) in (32) contains all other fluctuations (i.e. higher
order modes as well as a local component of the noise) present in the reactor. This term will be
called the space-dependent component.

For eqn (32) to be unambiguous it is sufficient to require that:

= 0 (33)

This integral expresses the fact that the shape function bW must be orthogonal to the static
flux. Thus by multiplying eqn (32) with the static flux §Q (r) and integrating over the core vol-
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ume, the reactivity component can be obtained as

M

6 />(,) = 1 _ ~LSL±____ (34)
r)dV

i =

where the r.h.s was obtained by approximating the integrals with sums over a number of detec-
tors M . Here, the static flux <|)Q (r •) and the noise signal 5<|) (r •, t) are obtained from the
mean value and fluctuating part of the detector signal i, respectively. The space-dependent, i.e.
non-global part, of the signals can now be calculated using (32) as

6¥(r,0 = ty(r,t)-SP(t)bo(r) (35)

Assuming now that the space-dependent component consists only of the first azimuthal
mode, i.e. b*¥ (r, t) = bR(t)^1(r) , this method should be able to separate the two modes
present in the Ringhals measurements. This separation procedure was also attempted in Ref. 9,
where it was called the global/space dependent separation method, but without success.

In Ref. 9 all 72 detectors, lying on two different axial levels, were used in eqn (34).
According to the above, the decay ratio of the out-of-phase component is determined by the
regional amplitude bR (t) only, and thus it should be space-independent. Further, the signals
5 ^ (r, t) so determined should show an out-of-phase behaviour in opposite radial half-planes.
None of these two expectations were however fulfilled by the space-dependent signals

(r, t) calculated by the factorisation method.

No logical explanation of this failure was found at the time the original analysis was
performed, especially not in the light of the successful separation obtained by using the
subtraction method on the same data. The subtraction method is actually a simplified form of
the above factorisation procedure, but with direct determination of the regional component.
This is seen by multiplying eqn (32) with the azimuthal flux mode and then integrating. The
explicit version of the subtraction method is then obtained by turning the integral into a sum
over only two diagonally opposite detectors and further take only the sign of the out-of-phase
mode into account. Thus, if the noise consists only of two spatial modes, the two methods
should be equivalent. One would actually expect the factorisation method to be more accurate
in practice, since it has several inherent advantages that should counteract the deleterious effects
of the applied approximations. The advantages of the factorisation method are the use of a large
number of detectors in (34) and that the static flux is obtained from the measurement itself.

The problem was later revisited and then it was suspected that the approximate integration
in (34) could be improved by introducing weights into the summation. A discussion of a
possible weighting method is found in paper in. During the work with weights it was found,
more or less by accident, that quite plausible results could be obtained with the factorisation
based technique, if the orthogonality integral was approximated by a sum over 36 detectors of
one axial level, instead of all 72 detectors that are situated on two different axial levels. The
reason for the success of the factorisation method when detectors on a single axial level are
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used, compared to its failure when all detectors are used, lies in the presence of local noise
fluctuations in the space-dependent component &¥ in addition to the mode oscillations. In the
forthcoming, the factorisation method using detectors from a single axial level only will be
called the partial factorisation method.

3.2 A phenomenological model of BWR noise

The success of the partial factorisation procedure may be understood through the use of a
phenomenological model of BWR noise. This model of the noise must contain both global
bP(t)tyQ(r) an<^ out-of-phase bR(t)^l (r) oscillations as well as a local component
bL(r,t) .In formulae, the noise in this model can be expressed as

54 (r, 0 = bP (0 <|>0 (r) + 5/f (0 4>! (r) + ̂  (r. 0 (36)

In this context, the space-dependent term b^V (r, t) of eqn (32) can now be identified as being
equal to

5 ¥ (r, 0 = bR (0 ^ (r) + bL (r, t) (37)

A phenomenological model similar to (36), but without the regional mode, has been success-
fully used in the past to support the analysis of BWR noise measurements (Refs. 12-13). We
shall assume the local component to be a simple peaked function in space which is centred
around the position of the noise source (c.f. Ref. 12).

Assuming statistical independence between the components of (36) and taking the auto-
correlation of (37), we obtain

ACFby(r,x) = ACFbR(x) • ̂  (r) + ACFbL(r, x) (38)

or, alternatively,

APSDby (r, co) = APSDbR (to) • ̂  (r) + APSDbL (r, to) (39)

The physical properties described by the local component of the noise is the local void
formation everywhere in the reactor and the axial upward propagation of these void
fluctuations. Thus, the power spectrum APSDbL (r, to) of the local component corresponds to
that of a low-pass filtered white noise process (broad-band boiling noise), and thus its
correlation function ACFbL has a peak centred at T = 0 with a width depending on the
bandwidth of the noise. The local thermohydraulical properties that determine void formation
and propagation properties, can be assumed statistically independent and thus no correlation
exists between detectors at different radial positions on the same axial level. The amount of
steam and its velocity increases with increasing elevation in the core, and as a consequence both
the amplitude and the cut-off frequency for the broad-band noise APSDbL increases. Further,
if one takes the cross-correlation function between two detectors in the same string (i.e. one
detector is situated directly above the other), the axial transport of the void fluctuations causes
a peak to appear at x = TQ , where xQ is the transport or delay time between the two detectors.
The transport time may be used to obtain the average steam velocity between the detectors. In
the frequency domain, this corresponds to a linear behaviour of the phase with frequency.
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The out-of-phase oscillation, on the other hand, shows a very different behaviour in its
auto correlation ACFbR(x) and power spectrum APSDbR(a)) . Since the regional mode is
best described by a damped oscillator excited by white noise, its ACFbR(x) will show
successive damped oscillations, as is shown in Fig. 2. In the corresponding power spectrum, the
oscillation yields a peak at the frequency of oscillation.

According to the above, a small radial variation in the steam velocity exists also on a
single axial level. Thus, corresponding variations occur in the width of the peak present in the
ACFbL, and this can cause uncertainties in the determination of the DR for the regional
component from ACF&y. It is thus possible to explain, only by accounting for the local
component, why the space-dependent component deviates from the out-of-phase mode, and in
particular, why the decay ratio derived from b*¥ remains space dependent. However, since the
axial variation is considerably greater, one notes already that some differences may be expected
whether detectors from one elevation or two elevations are used in the approximate factorisation
method, respectively. This explains partly and qualitatively the appearance of space-dependent
DRs, but the approximations made in the summation step (34) need also to be taken into
account. Now, by taking into account the approximations performed and by using detector
signals from one axial level only, the result for the auto-correlation function of the space-

dependent component 5¥' is obtained as (see paper IE for details)

+A2
2ACFbL(ri>x) +E^2

Q(ri)ACFbp(x) (40)

2
where A1 = 1, A2 =* 1 and £• « 1.

Equation (40) shows a similar structure to (38), but a significant difference is the presence
of the ACF of the global component in (40), although with a small weight. The presence of the
local and global components in the space-dependent signal 5*£appr(r, 0 causes the decay

dpp

ratio, derived from o ^ (r, t) to deviate from that of the desired out-of-phase component.
The same is true for the global component §Pappr(t) • Due to the axial dependence of
ACFbL (r, T) , even in this case it is obvious that the decay ratios, either global or out-of-phase,
will be axially dependent. However, with a relatively large number of detectors this dependence
will be weak, and a rather good approximation of the global and out-of-phase decay ratios
should be obtained.

We will now contrast the above results with those obtained in case the detectors used in
the summation are situated at two different axial levels. This corresponds to the factorisation
method as it was employed in Ref. 9. The resulting ACF for this case is

ACFm (r,, x) = A]*] (r^ACFbR (x) + A2
2ACFbL (r., x) +

(41)
+ £yo{r)ACFbp(T) + en,CCFbL(r,,r/, x) + z2CCFbL(x)

Here, the summation extends over all 72 detectors corresponding to the Ringhals measure-
ments. The primes are used to distinguish between the lower and upper axial position. Thus ri

and r / are the two detector positions within the same detector string.

Equation (41) contains the same terms as (40), but in addition it also contains the cross-
correlations of the local noise between detectors in the same string, c.f. the last two terms of the
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equation. The added cross-correlation terms influence the determination of a DR from eqn (41)
in a different and more important way than the preceding ones. The difference is that the cross
correlations CCFbL ( r , r.', x) have a peak at a value T0 > 0 where x0 is the transport time of
the void fluctuations between the two axial levels. In addition, since this transport time may
vary substantially between the different radial positions, CCF§L (x) may show a much broader
peak than the individual CCFs.

It is thus seen that there is a significant difference regarding whether detectors from one
level only or detectors from two (or more) levels are used. Reasonably good results can be
obtained for the global and regional decay ratios if detectors from one level are used. If detectors
from at least two levels are used in the flux decomposition procedure, then reconstruction of the
in-phase and out-of-phase components is practically not possible. This is why the attempt made
in Ref. 9 was not successful. Not only become the ACFs of the global and out-of-phase
components "distorted" by the presence of the cross-correlation of the local term, but this latter
term also distorts the phase relationships of the factorised signals b^ (r •, t) , such that the out-
of-phase quality of the signal is perturbed.

Because of these difficulties, the method of subtraction of Refs. 8 and 9 is both simpler
and more effective. It is also possible to explain why it worked better in Ref. 9 than the
factorisation method. The reason is that in the subtraction method detectors from the same axial
level were used, whereas in the factorisation method, from both axial elevations.

3.3 Application of the factorisation method

The partial factorisation method has been used to obtain the global and regional signal
components in the Ringhals measurements and in the two operating points lying closest to the
point where the limit cycle oscillations occurred. The global component is obtained directly as
a result of the partial factorisation procedure. However, the regional mode is contained in all the
calculated space-dependent components b^ (r(., t) and in many of these signals the mode has
a relatively low amplitude (weight). Thus, to determine a reliable DR for the regional mode, the
regional mode has to be enhanced while the undesired background is reduced. Direct averaging
of the space-dependent signals is not possible, since the out-of-phase mode would then more or
less cancel itself. On the other hand, the phase differences between the space-dependent signals
on a single axial level show the desired out-of-phase behaviour. Therefore, we suggest here a
phase delay-corrected averaging of the signals 54* (r;., t) . The phase difference between each
signal §¥ (r(., t) and a reference signal 5 ^ (rk, t) is determined at the resonance frequency
and it is denoted by <pki. The out-of-phase behaviour of the signals is not perfect and deviations
occur, but by using the procedure below such deviations are corrected for in the final result. In
formulae, we have

<PW) (42)
i= 1

where the static flux <J)0(
r,) is used as a weight function of the relative importance of the

space-dependent signals. By using the above equation, the amplitude of the out-of-phase com-
ponent is strongly amplified, while a strong reduction in amplitude is obtained for the local
noise component and the correction term.
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Finally, the two signals bP and 5/?av can now be used to obtain a DR for the global and
regional components, respectively. The method of partial factorisation means that we use
detectors from one axial level at a time and therefore we will obtain two values, one for each
level of detectors, for the DR of each component in the Ringhals measurements D and H.
Regarding the actual determination of the DRs from the signals, three different methods were
used similarly to Ref. 9 (see paper III for details). The different methods yield somewhat
different results for the DRs, but the DRs for the different axial levels are consistent within the
same measurement. The resulting DRs for the global component in both cases D and H were
approximately 0.8. The regional components showed somewhat higher DRs of around 0.85.
The obtained global DRs are also consistent with those reported in previous publications (Refs.
9 and 14). The regional DRs are also relatively consistent, although somewhat lower, compared
to the results for the regional DRs obtained by the subtraction method in Ref. 9, and further they
are also somewhat higher than the results of the subtraction method obtained in Ref. 14. This
shows that the partial factorisation method and the subsequent amplification of the regional
component leads to reasonable, consistent results that are comparable to previous methods.

Stability monitoring is not the only possible application of the factorisation method and it
may sometimes be useful to separate different noise components and not only at the frequency
of a resonance. For example, in void transport measurements axial cross-correlation between
detectors in the same string is used and the local component is the interesting one. Elimination
of the global component will improve the linear dependence of the phase, as is demonstrated
below in Fig. 3. This possibility has not been investigated before.

Original LPRM signals
— Space-dependent signa s

0.5 1 1.5
Frequency [Hz]

2.5

0.5 1 1.5
Frequency [Hz]

2.5

Fig. 3. Coherence (upper figure) and phase (lower figure) for the orig-
inal and space-dependent signals in measurement D LPRM 20.

Fig. 3 shows the coherence and phase between LPRMs 20:2-20:4, i.e. LPRMs at axial
levels 2 and 4 in string No. 20, respectively, in measurement D. The coherence of the raw
(original) signals shows the usual broad-band character with some periodic dips, as a result of
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the interplay of the global and local components. Notice that in this case the global component
is not equal to the global oscillation mode, which is present only at 0.5 Hz in the coherence of
the original signal in Fig. 3, but rather it arises from a global component of white low-pass
filtered background noise. Between 0 and 0.5 Hz, the magnitude of the coherence of the space-
dependent component is much smaller than that of the original signal. This is because the global
(reactivity) term is eliminated, only the local component remains in the space-dependent signal
at these frequencies. At higher frequencies, on the other hand, the original and space-dependent
signals have very similar coherence, showing that at these frequencies the global component has
already diminished in the original signal. As was mentioned previously, the upward transport
of void fluctuations leads to a linear phase cp as a function frequency f (see Fig. 3). The slope
of the phase cp yields the transport time x0 , since cp = 27t/r0. It is seen in Fig. 3 that the linear
phase behaviour is improved considerably at low frequencies by using the coherence between
the space-dependent signals instead of the original signals. The effect of both the broad-band
and the resonant global components is eliminated. This figure thus also illustrates the usefulness
of the factorisation technique in areas other than determining stability properties. It has to be
added that the component separation in this case cannot be achieved by the subtraction method,
for quite obvious reasons. The factorisation technique is also applied in some further examples
shown in paper HI.

It has been shown that with the partial factorisation procedure, i.e. using detectors lying
in one radial plane (one axial elevation) only, the global and space-dependent components can
be properly separated. A simple phenomenological model was introduced and by taking into
account the approximate steps performed in the factorisation method, the success and failure of
the present and previous versions of the method could be explained. Regarding BWR
oscillations, the decay ratios of the global and the regional modes can be determined. A simple
but somewhat improved method was elaborated for determining the amplitude 5/? (t) of the
regional (out-of-phase) oscillations from the space-dependent signals. Finally, we have shown
an example of the application of the method also in measurements of the void transport time via
correlations of detector signals.

4. Noise diagnostics of fusion plasmas

There are two main types of fluctuations in a plasma. There is small-scale wide frequency band
turbulence akin to the turbulence found in fluid flow. The small-scale fluctuations possibly
determine the fate of fusion as a viable future energy source, since they determine the rate of
loss of energy and particles from the plasma. Further, there are also large-scale magnetohydro-
dynamic (MHD) modes present, which need to be stabilized or they may potentially cause a
disruption and thus terminate the plasma discharge. The MHD modes are to a large extent
understood, but there is still a lot of basic physics to be explored regarding their behaviour and
stability under different operating conditions. The study of fluctuating physical properties is
thus very important in plasma diagnostics.

Soft X-rays emitted from a fusion plasma have long been used for diagnostic purposes.
At the JET Joint Undertaking, the analysis of such data has been used for investigation of a wide
variety of periodic MHD and other plasma phenomena. The main tool of analysis is a
tomographic inversion (Ref. 15), which converts the line integrated intensities to point
emissivity functions. However, a tomographical reconstruction is a static procedure,
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corresponding to a "snapshot" of the plasma behaviour. Due to the high intensity of the emitted
soft X-rays, the high sampling frequency and the relatively large number of collimated
detectors, the dynamic information of the signals can also be utilised. In other words, noise
analysis methods can be used for determination of plasma dynamics. Therefore, fluctuation
analysis of the soft X-ray signals has been proposed (Refs. 16-17) as a suitable complementary
technique to the tomographic methods, which are currently being applied for analysis of
periodic MHD modes.

The soft X-rays are detected at four different toroidal positions consisting of four
horizontal lines-of-sight each. In addition two cameras, one vertical and one horizontal, view
the plasma at a fifth toroidal position. The geometry of the 40 vertical and 60 horizontal lines-
of-sight in the cameras is shown in Fig. 4. Since no DC suppression or high-pass filtering is
applied, this data cannot be used for analysis of small short-range perturbations, but it is
sufficient for some analysis of the global periodic MHD modes. This measurement system was
replaced in 1994 by a new one, which allows more lines of sight, a higher sampling frequency
and the collection of longer time series data. However, so far we have only analysed data taken
with the old soft X-ray measurement system and this system will thus be referred to in the
following. The details of the soft X-ray measurement system at JET is further described in
Ref. 18.

Detectors

Vertical camera

Detector lines
of sight

Detectors

1m

39
Fig. 4. The positions of the detector lines-of-sight in the poloidal

plane of the vertical and horizontal cameras.

The interpretation of measurements is complicated by the fact that the recorded signal is
an integration of the soft X-rays emitted along the line-of-sight (i.e. the direct optical path) of
the detector. In order to support the interpretation and identification of the MHD modes, a
simple model of an MHD mode is set up and then integrated along the lines-of-sight. This is
performed in order to obtain information on how the measured signal is affected by the line
integration in the plasma.
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4.1 Model calculations

An MHD mode can be decomposed into its time-dependent Fourier components in the
poloidal and toroidal directions. Assuming clockwise rotation with angular frequency to, one
has

/(r.e.qu) =
m, n

where r is the radial position in the plasma and 0 and cp are the poloidal and toroidal angles,
respectively. The poloidal and toroidal mode numbers are designated m and n. Due to addi-
tional heating present in the form of neutral beams, the bulk plasma rotates toroidally and as a
consequence the poloidal variation of emissivity will also display a rotating wave with angular
frequency ma. We assume that the periodic part of the soft X-ray emission depends on the
presence of modes of the form (43). The detector signal ik(t) of detector k is equal to the
integrated emissivity, where the integration is taken along the line-of-sight of the detector. In
formulae, we have

h

\Amn^k^)e ds

m,n J
Q

= 2

where, 5 is a parameter running along the length lk, of the line-of-sight k at toroidal position
cpQ . In general, ik (t) will contain a constant part, the Fourier analysis however is only made
on the fluctuating part of ik (t) and thus we will assume that only modes m ^ 1 and n ~2. 1 con-
tribute to ik (t) . Equation (44) shows that the toroidal modes determine the frequency content
of the signal. Further, the dependence of ik (t) on the lines-of-sight for a specific frequency is
determined by the poloidal modes. Thus, for a given toroidal mode number n, several poloidal
modes may occur at the same frequency /ico contributing to the signal ik(t) . On the other
hand, ik (t) can be calculated for several lines-of-sight, and it shows a characteristic depend-
ence on the lines-of-sight for each mode number m. Such a dependence on lines-of-sight, for
any quantity, will be called a profile in the forthcoming. The profiles calculated from (44),
assuming a radial step-function for Amn (r) , are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 shows the integrated
intensity, i.e. ik (t) , and the phase profiles for each of the poloidal modes m = 1, 2 and 3 .

The intensity and phase profiles show a characteristic dependence on the mode numbers.
This useful property can be used in the interpretation of actual measurements. The intensities
have m + 1 peaks, with m zero crossings in between. The signal amplitude changes sign at
these zero crossings, i.e. has opposite phases at the two sides of the zero crossings. This is seen
on the m jumps, i.e. the 180° phase shifts, of the phase profiles. The slight slope of the phase
profiles outside the jumps is due to the relative change of the angle of direction of the lines-of-
sight (c.f. Fig. 4). The dots indicate the lines-of-sight of peak intensity, for which the phase can
be considered reliable, and thus phase differences can be taken between these lines-of-sight.
The significance of this lies in the interpretation of measurements, using the number of peaks
and the phase differences between lines-of-sight corresponding to the peaks.

Detailed information regarding the analysis, model calculations and the results is
presented in paper IV. A compact version, containing the results of the analysis of a single
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Fig. 5. The integrated intensity and phase profiles for the modelled MHD
modes m = 1, 2 and 3 .

measurement, is given in paper V. For the sake of completeness, we will analyse one
measurement in the section below as well.

4.2 Analysis of a soft X-ray measurement

The evaluated APSDs are given in Fig. 6 as functions of lines-of-sight for the vertical
camera and for the three frequencies observed. The different modes displayed in Fig. 6 can be
identified by comparison with the result of the model calculations in Fig. 5. In Fig. 6a, both the
APSD and the phase profiles agree with the calculated qualitative behaviour of an m = 1
mode, cf. Fig. 5a. Note that phase differences are reliable only for lines-of-sight where the
APSD functions have peak values, due to the uncertainties at low intensities. Those points are
marked with a dot in the figures. Further, the frequency of a mode is directly obtained from the
APSD functions. For the above mentioned m = 1 mode the frequency is ~11.7 kHz. Two
toroidally separated lines-of-sight show a phase difference of +90°, which is equal to their
physical angle of separation. Therefore, the toroidal mode number is n = 1 and the
investigated mode is identified as being an m = n = 1 mode. The phase difference between
these toroidal lines-of-sight shows that the rotation is clockwise. The toroidal rotation velocity
is obtained from the mode frequency to be approximately 220 km/s.

Further modes are also present in the APSD functions at 23.0 kHz and 34.8 kHz. At these
frequencies, i.e. approximately twice and three times the fundamental frequency of 11.7 kHz,
the phase differences for the previously mentioned toroidal lines-of-sight are +180° and
+270°, respectively. This confirms that the toroidal mode number for the mode at 23.0 kHz is
n = 2 and it is n = 3 for the mode at 34.8 kHz. We recall that for a specific n and thus for a
specific frequency, the poloidal variation may be a sum of terms with different m numbers.
However, common tokamak plasma experience suggests that usually mtn. Then, for an
n = 2 mode m ^ 2; indeed, the APSD functions show the existence of such an m = n = 2
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mode in Fig. 6b. The n = 3 toroidal mode has the poloidal variation and phase angles given in
Fig. 6c. In this case the poloidal mode number is difficult to interpret, but the lowest possible
poloidal mode number is m = 3 . The higher order modes are commonly more difficult to
interpret due to their often much lower signal amplitudes.

a)
5000
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3000

2000

1000

APSD ai 11 7 KHz, Vertical Camera

; -j

•A

- |i

b) APSD at 23 KHz, Vetted Camera APSD at 34.8 KHz, Vertical Camera
200

150

100

50

1 i y
10 15 20 25
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30 35 15 20 25
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15 20 25 30
LJnes-ol-sigfit

PHASE, Vertical Camera, REF . 18
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Lines- ol-sig M

35 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
lines-tf-sight

Fig. 6. APSD profiles for the vertical camera, a) The mode at 11.7 kHz is identified
as an m = 1 poloidal mode, cf. Fig. 5a. b) The mode at 23.0 kHz shows the structure
of an m = 2 poloidal mode, cf. Fig. 5b. c) The mode at 34.8 kHz is more difficult to

interpret, but the toroidal mode number, n = 3 , suggests an m = 3 mode, cf.
Fig. 5c. Phase differences should only be considered between lines-of-sight where
peaks occur in the APSDs and a dot have been used to mark such lines-of-sight.

It can be concluded that spectral and correlation analysis are useful tools in the analysis
of periodic MHD oscillations present in soft X-ray measurements. However, the analysis is
limited by the number of data points leading to poor statistical accuracy. The upgraded soft X-
ray system at JET will be able to yield longer measurements, improving the accuracy of the
analysis. Detailed investigation of data from the upgraded measurement system is planned and
will be performed in the near future.

Future aims also include the determination of local turbulence and transport properties. It
has been established, by several types of diagnostics and at various tokamaks, that local density
fluctuations exist in the plasma and that they rotate toroidally with the bulk plasma. The
perturbations have been found to have radial and toroidal correlation lengths much smaller than
the corresponding system dimensions, such as the minor radius and the torus circumference.
Correlation analysis of both parallel and crossing lines-of-sight can be used to determine local
correlation lengths and velocities (see Refs. 16 and 17).
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Abstract

In two previous papers the neutron noise, induced by small vibrations of a strong
absorber, was treated (Ref. 1, Ref. 2). In these, two different rod models and corresponding
different linearization procedures were used. The first, called the Feinberg-Galanin-Williams
(FGW) model, uses a 5 -function approximation of both the static and the vibrating rod. This
model corresponds to preserving the static boundary condition (logarithmic derivative) at the
surface of the moving rod. The second, a perturbative approach called the e/d model, starts
with a finite absorber and represents the vibration by two stationary absorbing layers with
strengths fluctuating in opposite phase. It was found that these two models lead to differing
results, indicating a contradiction.

In this paper we show that the reason for this contradiction is that the previous results
based on the e/d model are in error. The error is due to the fact that the effect of the static rod
was neglected in the Green's function. The correct e/d result is calculated and is shown to be
equivalent to the FGW result.
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1. Introduction

One question when calculating the neutron noise induced by a vibrating absorber, such
as a control rod, is how the rod is represented. In static diffusion theory various methods are
used to calculate the flux around a finite absorber with regular geometry such as a cylinder (Ref.
3). Even in the static case, it is sometimes convenient to simplify the absorber into a Dirac 5-
function, first suggested by Galanin and Feinberg (Ref. 4). The rod is then described by only
two parameters, its position and strength, and it interacts with the static flux in only one point.
Hence, one does not need to bother with tedious calculations of the flux within the rod (which
would not be valid for strong absorbers in diffusion theory anyway).

The above advantage becomes even more apparent when describing the effect of a
vibrating absorber, since then further parameter(s) appear, notably the vibration trajectory. Thus
already the very first paper dealing with an oscillating absorber (Ref. 5) used a 5 -function
representation. The use of a 6 -function for treating the vibrations of control rods in power
reactors was initiated by Williams in Ref. 6, motivated by the static methods of Feinberg and
Galanin. Hence we shall refer to this method as the FGW method. Soon after its introduction it
turned out, however, that by applying ordinary perturbation theory for small vibrations, i.e.
neglecting the term 5Z • b§, the FGW model yields incorrect results with strong absorbers. In
other words, the FGW model with ordinary perturbation theory can only be employed with
weak absorbers. In the pioneering work by Weinberg and Schweinler (Ref. 5) the same
assumption, i.e. a weak absorber, was used.

A simplified explanation is that ordinary first order perturbation theory can only treat
small changes in the cross sections (Ref. 7). In the FGW model of a strong vibrating rod, a whole
rod disappears in one point and another rod is born in another point. If the rod is strong, the local
cross section perturbation is large and thus perturbation theory breaks down. A detailed analysis
of this problem was given by Ref. 1. In that paper the breaking down of ordinary perturbation
theory was analysed and a procedure was elaborated with which the noise, induced by small
vibrations of a strong FGW absorber, can be calculated in first order of the vibration amplitude.

From the above simplified explanation it is intuitively clear that perturbation theory
may be applicable for small vibrations of a finite rod if the vibration amplitude is much less than
the diameter of the rod. The vibration can then be represented by two weak variable strength
absorbers at the two opposite sides of the rod along the vibration, fluctuating in opposite phase.
This way the strength of the whole rod is not burdening the perturbation theory calculation. This
method was first used in a numerical work, Ref. 8. The idea was then used in an analytical
model, Ref. 2, where it was called the e/d approximation.

The e/d approach has several advantages as described in previous papers (Refs. 2,9),
the essence of which is that it is mathematically simple and can be used for strong rods in 2-D
and 3-D as well, unlike the linearization method of Ref. 1. Unfortunately, it turned out that the
analytical results from the e/d approach differed from those of the properly linearized FGW
model. One concluded that preserving the interface condition at a moving surface (which the
FGW model does) cannot be handled by perturbation theory methods. It remained unclear why
this was the case.

- 1 -
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In a recent paper (Ref. 9), the neutron noise of a moving reactor boundary was
calculated by several different methods, partly by a new transformation technique which
handles the moving boundary explicitly, and partly by perturbation theory. The two methods
gave identical results, indicating their equivalence, and therefore also a possible error in the
z/d calculations of Ref. 2. A re-examination of Ref. 2 showed that the effect of the static rod
was neglected in the calculation of the Green's function. This neglection was unjustified, and
this is the reason for the incorrect results.

In this paper the vibration noise is calculated in the e/d model in a correct way, i.e.
by taking the static rod into account in the defining equation for the Green's function. It is found
that the solution is identical to the one given by Ref. 1 in the FGW model. Thus the applicability
of perturbation theory to the rod vibration problem has been proven.

This report is further intended to give an introduction to vibration induced neutron
noise theory for interested students. Thus many mathematical steps, e.g. in the derivation of the
noise equations, that are usually omitted in scientific publications, are instead explicitly given
here. Since we only consider a simple one-dimensional slab reactor, there exist analytical
solutions to the equations. The analytical solutions obtained are given explicitly and some are
also illustrated in the form of figures.

2. Theory of Vibration Induced Noise in a Slab Reactor

We shall be dealing with two systems, both of which are homogeneous slab reactors in
one-group diffusion theory, with one delayed neutron group and extrapolated vacuum
boundaries at x = ±a. Further, the first system has space-time-independent group constants D,
vE^ and Efl. In this reactor the static equations read as

DAc|>0 (x) + (vLf- La) $>0 (x) = 0 (1)

W -XC0(x) = 0 (2)

Using the boundary conditions <j>0 (±a) = 0, the solutions to the above equations are found as

<j>0Ct) = ACOSBQX (3)

and

p P f
C0(x) = ~~^0(x) = -J^-ACOSBQX (4)

where A is an arbitrary constant and

fvLf-L V /2

The condition for criticality of this system is then the equality of the material buckling (5) with
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the geometrical buckling

B° • fa (6)

This system will be called the unperturbed static system, and the <j>0 (x) of eqn (3) the unper-
turbed static flux.

If a small space-time-dependent perturbation 5Ea (x, t) is introduced in this system
such that

La~>Za(x,t) =La + hLa(x,t) (7)

then, this will cause fluctuations in §0 and Co according to

4>0 (x) -» 4 (x, t) = <|>0 (x) + &(() (x, t) (8)

Co (x) -» C (x, 0 = Co (JC) + 5C (x, t) (9)

The time-dependent (dynamic) equations corresponding to (1) and (2) read

^ (x, 0 = DA(j> (X, r) + [vZ /( 1 - p) - Efl (x, 0 ] ()) (x, 0 + ̂ C (x, t) (10)

^ (x, r) = v L ^ * (x, 0 - XC (x, r) (11)

Substitution of (7)-(9) into (10) and (11) and then a subtraction of the static equations (1) and
(2) leads to

- ^ - 5 * (JC, /) = D^^ (JC, 0 + [vE,( 1 - p) - E l 64 (JC, 0 + XbC (x, t) -

-5Ea (x, 0 <|>0 (x) - 5Ea (x, 0 6<j. (JC, t)

~bC (x, 0 = vLftbfy (x, 0 - A6C (JC, t) (13)

Equation (12) is then linearized through the neglection of the term 6Efl (x, t) b§ (x, t) , which
is assumed to be of second order in the noise source. Further, equations (12) and (13) can now
be transformed using a temporal Fourier transform, which for any time-dependent quantity
X (x, t) can be expressed as

X(x,co) = [X(x,t)e'iatdtI
-3 -
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The Fourier transformed equations are also directly obtained by replacing the time-dependent
quantities in (12) and (13) by their Fourier transformed counterparts and the time derivatives
by /co. Thus two algebraic equations are obtained and the delayed neutron precursor density
can be eliminated by substitution of the equation for the precursor density into the flux equa-
tion. This results in the following single equation for the noise

[ M l - 0 ) -Za]
A5(|) (x, co) + — 5<t> (x, co) +

to** (X' " > D

We can now identify the source function for the vibrations, i.e. the fluctuations in the absorp-
tion cross-section together with the static flux, as

5L (x, co) 4>0 (A)
SQ(x,co) = — — 2 (15)

5L (x, co) 4>0 (A)
— — 2

and the coefficients for cxj) (x, co) may also be collected and re-written to obtain

/co

D
.

D + D A + /co vD D

/co

where we have used equation (5) and the following identities

Poo ~

w E ,

Gn(co) =
/ C D r A + J _ I

L A + zcoJ

Here pM is the reactivity corresponding to the multiplication constant k^ of an infinite reactor.
Further, A is the prompt neutron generation time, i.e. the average time duration from the birth
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of a neutron until it causes a fission event divided by the number of generated prompt neutrons,
and GQ (CO) is the so called "zero reactor transfer function". The transfer function gives the
global response of the neutron flux to a change in reactivity in a zero- or point-reactor system.
This function is displayed in Fig. 1 below.

10 10 10"' 10" 10'
Angular frequency [rad/s]

10 10

O)

*2 . -50 •

to

a.

-100
10 10 10" 10" 10'

Angular frequency [rad/s]
10 10

Fig. 1. The amplitude and phase of the zero reactor transfer function GQ (co) as
a function of angular frequency co.

The equation for the noise can now be expressed as

A&|> (JC, co) + B2 (co) 5(|> (x, co) = So (x, co) (17)

where B (co) was defined in (16). The solution to this equation is found as a convolution inte-
gral of the source function SQ (x, co) with the Green's function of (17). The Green's function is
defined by the equation

AXGO (x, x\ co) + B (co)G0(jt,Jc',co) = b(x-x') (18)

In general a 5 -function in an equation reveals the presence of some kind of discontinuity. The
discontinuity will virtually split the solution (or reactor) into two parts (regions), which may be
found one by one and then combined by using different appropriate interface conditions at the
position of the discontinuity. Thus, one way to solve (J.8) is to find one expression for each
region, i.e. for x<x' and x>x', and then use two interface conditions at x = JC' to com-
pletely determine the solution. It is further worth to note that due to the non-zero r.h.s. of (18),
the equation is inhomogeneous and a complete mathematical solution can always be found.
Hence the solution will not contain an arbitrary constant in contrast to the neutron flux in (3).

- 5 -
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Further, since a solution to (18) always exists, the material properties of our slab reactor may
be changed such that the reactor is no longer critical and then the static diffusion equation has
no solution, but in this case (18) still has a solution. This particular fact will be used later on.

The boundary conditions are the same as for the neutron flux previously, i.e.

G0(±a,x',a>) = 0 (19)

The solution can be given in the form of trigonometric functions. Taking (19) into account, we
obtain

\AlsinB(co) (a + x) x<x'

[ u>) (a -x) x>x'
(20)

To determine the coefficients Al and A2 above, we need two interface conditions at x = x'.
In a two-region reactor and in case of the static diffusion equation these are the continuity of
the flux and current, respectively. Here, the first condition is similarly given by the continuity
of the Green's function at x - x':

sinB(co) (a-x') sinB(co) (a
= C (21)

where a new arbitrary coefficient C was introduced. The solution can now be written as

Gn(x,x\co) =
'C sinfi(co) (a-x') sinS(co) (a + x) x<x'

C • sinS(co) (a+x') sin5(co) (a-x) x^x'
(22)

As previously discussed we have a 5-function in (18) and therefore the derivative of the
Green's function w.r.t. x has a discontinuity at x = x'. Thus, integration of (18) from
x = x' - 0 to x = x' + 0 leads to the second interface condition

- G o (x, x', co) - ^~Gn (x, x', co)
.v = x' + 0

= 1 (23)
x = x' - 0

Substitution of (22) into (23) gives a condition on C and then the complete solution to (18) can
be written as

GQ(x,x', co) =

sin5(co) (a + x) sinB (co) (a-x')
5(co)sin25(co)a

sing (co) (a - x) sinfi (co) (a + x')
B (co) s\n2B (co) a

x<>x'

x ^ x'

(24)

We shall call the GQ (x, x', co) of (24) the unperturbed Green's function, denoted by
the subscript zero. The reason for this terminology is that the GQ of (24) belongs to a system

- 6 -
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without a static rod being present. In Ref. 2 and in Ref. 1 only this Green's function was used,
and thus there was no need to call it unperturbed and to use a special notation. In this paper,
however, we shall also calculate the "perturbed" Green's function, i.e. that in a system with a
static rod present. Hence we need to distinguish between the two functions.

The second system will contain a static control rod with which it is critical. As in Ref.
2, modelling of a static control rod will be made by assigning different material properties, i.e.
E^ and Dr (vE^ = 0) within the region occupied by the rod. Nevertheless, as was seen in Ref.
2, when the rod thickness or diameter tends to zero, only the parameter LQ will count, whereas
Dr drops out. Assuming an absorbing rod in the form of a slab with its centre at x and
thickness d, the rod absorption cross section is given by

*V {®(x-xp + d/2) -0(x-xp-d/2)} (25)

where 0 (JC) is the unit step function. We shall re-write (25) as

Lr
a • 0 (JC, xp, d) (26)

where the function 0 (x, x , d) is given by (25) and it has the properties

(27)
otherwise

As was mentioned previously, the presence of a finite rod leads to a two-region reactor
with different material properties inside and outside the rod. Therefore one should use different
static and dynamic equations in the two regions. However, the finite rod will later be reduced
to a 5 -function and then only the equations for the region outside the rod, with due extensions,
will be used in the calculation of the noise. This procedure was also demonstrated in Ref. 2.
Further, due to this fact and to simplify notations, we shall use only one symbolic equation for
the whole system even in the case of a finite rod, keeping in mind its symbolic character. The
relationships derived will of course not be affected by this.

According to the above, the perturbed static equation can be written as

DA$p (x) + ( vE , - Efl) <(>p (x) -Zr
ae (x, xp, d) $p (x) = 0 (28)

where the subscript p refers to the presence of a static rod of finite width, representing a static
perturbation. The solution of eqn (28) for the special case of a central control rod, i.e. x = 0 ,
is rather straightforward and it was given in Ref. 2. However, for completeness we will give
the solution here as well. Taking the usual boundary conditions <j> (±a) = 0 into account and

^ hremembering that vE^ = 0, we can assume an even solution of the form:

- 7 -
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where

A1s'mB (a + x) x<-d/2

A2coshBrx: -d/2<x<d/2

A3sinBp(a-x) x>d/2

are arbitrary constants and the bucklings are given as

(29)

••4
(30)

Continuity of the flux at the rod surface ±d/2 results in

cosh(Brd/2) sinS (a-d/2) cosh(Brd/2)
= C (31)

where, for convenience, we introduced a new arbitrary constant C. Using the condition (31),
we can write the neutron flux as

C- co$h{Brd/2) s i p

C • sinBp(a - d/2) coshfl^ -d/2 <x<d/2

C • cosh (Brd/2) sinfi (a - x) x > d/2

(32)

Further, another condition is obtained from the continuity of the neutron current J. The neu-
tron current is usually expressed as

J(x) = -
dx

(33)

Putting (32) into (33) and using the continuity of / at x - ±d/2 leads to the criticality condi-
tion:

. s'mh(Bd/2) cosB (a-d/2)
D B. r~r^-^r- = -£>fl —-£- 77^-

ŝinB {a-d/2)
(34)

Assuming that Bfd/2 « 1, we can expand the l.h.s of (34) and keep only the leading terms.
Thus we obtain

cosBp(a-d/2)

(a-d/2)
(35)
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The finite static rod in eqn (28) can now be reduced to a 6 -function, i.e. the FGW rod model,
by letting d -> 0 and lla ->• °° such that

Zr
a • d = y = const (36)

where y is Galanin's constant. The procedure of reducing the finite rod to a FGW rod will also
cause (b —>(b where the si
rod present. Thus we obtain

<t> ' ( ± 0 )
- T V V ' - — " , , , v ^Q*7\

cause (b —» <b , where the subscript y denotes the neutron flux in a system with a static FGW

We realise that the strength of the rod in the FGW rod model is equal to ID times the logarith-
mic derivative of the flux. Using this information in case of the finite rod, we obtain equiva-
lence between the finite and FGW rod models by setting the Galanin constant as

. sinh(5r6?/2) cosSn(a - d/2)fi 2 DWV (38)

Thus the logarithmic derivative in the FGW rod model is set equal to the logarithmic deriva-
tive at the surface of the finite rod.

Using the FGW rod model, the static equation (28) can now be given as

DAby{x) + (vErLa)4>Y(*) - y b(x-xp)^(x) = 0 (39)

As discussed previously, the subscript y for the neutron flux in (39) indicates that there is a
static FGW rod present with strength y at x = x . The three different subscripts (0, p and y)
for the three different cases (no rod, finite rod and FGW rod) are meant to help distinguishing
between the different models, especially since we shall both compare the different models and
study the asymptotic equivalence between them in certain cases.

Equation (18) for GQ and (39) for (b are similar in the sense that they both contain a
5-function that separates the core into two regions. Thus, using the boundary conditions
(b (±a) = 0, one can give a solution similar to (20)

{ A}sinB (a + x) x<x{
A2smB (a-x) x>x

p
where

-9-
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This definition is apparently similar to (5), with the only difference that since both systems, the
one without and the one with the rod present, are assumed to be critical, the material and/or
geometrical properties of the two systems must be different. The same is of course also true for
the buckling B in (30). In particular, B > n/ (2a) for y> 0. The continuity of the flux at
x = x will yield a condition on the constants A l and A2 as

A, A7
1 - 2 - = C (42)sinBy(a-xp) sinBy(a + x^

where a new arbitrary constant C is introduced. Thus the solution to (39) is obtained as

[C • sinB (a + x) sinB (a-x ) x^x
n

<L(*) = \ (43>
' [C • sinB (a-x) sinB (a + x ) x~2-x

p

A condition for criticality is now obtained by integrating (39) between x = x - 0 and
x = *„ + 0. One obtains

d
dx x = x + 0 dx

X = A" - 0

Substitution of (43) into (44) gives the criticality condition as

y = -DBy[cotBy(a + xp) + cotBy(a - xp) ] (45)

where by putting x = 0, we observe that the criticality condition (45) is equal to the condi-
tion (37). This, of course, is due to the equivalence of the rod models, which is obtained in the
limit d —> 0 and Lfl —» °° for the central finite rod.

To visualize the difference between the effects on the neutron flux of the finite rod and
the FGW rod, respectively, we follow this procedure: First the reactor is critical without any rod.
Insertion of a central control rod of known strength y makes the reactor subcritical. We
therefore calculate the required change of the buckling, to make the reactor critical with the rod
present, by using the criticality conditions (45) for the FGW rod and (38) for the finite rod. The
static neutron flux for the now critical reactor is given by (32) and (43). The arbitrary constants
in (32) and (43) are then used to normalize the perturbed fluxes in relation to the unperturbed
flux by minimizing a least squares problem of the form

We note that this normalization differs from that commonly used in the formalism of the adia-
batic approximation, although this does not affect the results obtained in this paper. The result-
ing static neutron fluxes are given in Fig. 2. The figure shows the similarity of the critical
fluxes for the two rod models in a reactor of diameter la - 300 cm and for a relatively large
rod with d - 10 cm diameter. Further, the flux of the finite rod tends to the flux of the FGW

-10-
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rod as the size of the rod tends to zero (see (38)). Thus, for small rods we can replace a finite
rod with a FGW rod to simplify our noise calculations.

— Unperturbed (lux
Finite rod

-150 100 150

Fig. 2. The figure shows the static neutron fliaes in a slab reactor with a finite
rod and with a FGW rod present, i.e. <b and i
neutron flux (J>0 is also given for comparison.
rod and with a FGW rod present, i.e. § and § respectively. The unperturbed

Modelling of the rod vibrations consists of letting the rod position vary as

(47)

Using the developed description of the static rod (26), the perturbation in the absorption cross
section due to the vibrations of the rod can be described as

SLa(x,t) = Lr
a- {Q(x,x +e(t),d) -Q(x,x d)} (48)

where it will be assumed that the vibration amplitude |e (t) | is small, which can be expressed
as

(49)

thus one can expand the step function 0 (x, x + e (t), d) as

0(x,xp + e(t),d) * - 8 (x - xp + d/2) } (50)

and one obtains

- 1 1 -
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6La(*,0 «e(0 -l!a{h{x-xp-d/2) -b(x-xp + d/2)} (51)

If we make the equivalence y(t) <-> e(t) • E a , then equation (51) describes two 5-function
absorbers of variable strength with strength fluctuations of opposite phase. The absorbers are
situated at the two faces of the static finite rod, i.e. at x = x ±d/2. The perturbation in the
absorption cross section, as given in (51), is easily Fourier transformed. The result 6Ea (x, co)
will be used in the derived noise equation.

Similarly as in the unperturbed static system, introduction of a dynamic perturbation
5Lfl (x, t) will lead to the noise equation

2 *
A5<j> (JC, co) + B (co)5(j) (x, co) - - ^ 0 (x, xp, d) 5(j) (JC, co) = Sp (x, co) (52)

with

Sp(x,(o) = —2 ^-P (53)

The Green's function of (52) is

2 ?
AxGp (x, x', co) + B (co) Gp (x, x', co) - - ^ 0 (x, xp, d) Gp (x, x', co) = 5 (x - x') (54)

Since in the end we shall try to relate certain formulae to the FGW model, we also define the
dynamic equation corresponding to (39) as

A&frC*,©) +B2 (co) 54 (x, co) -Zb(x-xp)fy{x,<o) = Sy(x,<o) (55)

with

(56)

Here we can use the same procedure, for reducing the finite rod to a FGW rod, as was
described previously in the case of the static flux and thus we need a Green's function of the
form

AVGY(A,X',CO) +B 2 (CO)GY (AV* / ,CO) -lb{x-xp)Gy(x,x',G>) = b{x-x') (57)

The B2 (co) in (52), (54), (55) and (57) is defined similarly to (17), i.e.

-12-
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( 5 8 )

From (54) and (57) it is seen that Gp and Gy depend, apart from x and x', also on xp. For
simplicity of notations this dependence will not be included into the arguments.

The solution of (52), with (51), (53) and (54) is

6<K*,o>) = [Gp(*,*', co)Sp(x', co)dx' =

e(co)E r ( 5 9 )

= ^ - 2 ( Gp (x, xp + d/2, co) ifp (xp + d/2) - Gp (x, xp - d/2, co) ifp (xp - d/2) }

At this point the finite static rod can be reduced into a 5 -function absorber when calculating G
and $ at x ±d/2. This is performed by replacing G and if with G and § and by using a
Taylor expansion around x' = x and x = x , respectively. Thus we may write for G and

Gp (x, xp ± d/2, co) « Gy (x, xp ± d/2, co) « Gy (x, xp, co) ± d/2 • Gy' (x, x', co) |^ _ ̂

^ ( x ± d / 2 ) - ^ ( x ± d / 2 ) - ( | ) ( x ) ± d / 2 < ; ( ) i ( 6 0 )

and since J « a only the terms linear in d are retained in the Taylor expansions. As described
in Ref. 2, care must be taken of the fact that A has a discontinuous derivative at x = x . In
addition, this time we also need to take into account that the derivative of G (x, x', co) with
respect to x' is discontinuous too at x' = x . Using (60) in (59) results in

(61)

where one can identify the symmetrical derivatives of the Green's function and the static flux
around the static rod position, respectively. Using the notations

(x, xp, co) ̂  1 [GY' (x, x',m)\^m^ + Q + Gy' (x, x', co) ̂  Q] , (62)

and also (36), one obtains the correct formal solution for the vibration noise in the E/d model

-13-
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5<j»- ,Ax, co) = - J e ( c o ) { G ' ( x , x c o ) ( b ( x ) + G v ( x 5 x to) 4» ' (x ) }
D

(64)

A formally similar solution of the z/d problem was given in Ref. 2 with the difference
that, erroneously, the unperturbed Green's function GQ of (18) was used instead of the correct
G . Since GQ has a continuous derivative at x' = x , in the first term of (64), simply
GQ' {X, x , co) appeared instead of the symmetrical derivative (62). On the other hand,
replacing cp by <|> , which is equivalent to replacing the S of (53) with the S of (56) in the
first row of (59), was performed correctly. Thus in Ref. 2 a mixture of correct and incorrect
terms was used.

In order to obtain an explicit solution for the noise, we need to calculate the Green's
function in (57) explicitly. The solution of equation (57) becomes somewhat more involved than
the previously solved equations, since it contains two 5 -functions. Thus the reactor will be split
into three regions or intervals, and further there are also two alternative ways that x' and x
relate to each other, namely x' < x and x' > x . Therefore the explicit solution will consist of
a total of six expressions. The solution of (57) with the boundary conditions
G (±a, x', co) = 0 can be assumed to be of the form

G Y ( x , x / , co) =

(CO)

(CO)

(co)

(a

x +

(a

+ x)

i43cos5

-x)

(co)x

X

x'

x'

<x'<xp

<x<xp

<x <x

(65)

where x' < x for all three equations (regions). The similar solution for x' > x is given as

/45sinS(co) (a+x)

G(x,x',<o) = A6sinB

AoSmB (co) (a -x)

X <X

xp<f

xp<x'
(66)

In the following we will determine the coefficients A{ -A4, that appear in (65). The procedure
employed is equivalent for the coefficients in (66).

The Green's function is continuous at x' and x , which yields two continuity
conditions as

G (.v, x\ co) I = GY (.v, x', co) I = Gv (*', x\ co) (67)

and

Gy (x, x', co)
= xp-0

= G (x, x\ co) I = G (x x', co) (68)
l.v = .^ + 0

Further, as is obvious from (57) the derivative of the Green's function is discontinuous at x'
and xp. Integration of (57) on the intervals [x' - 0, x' + 0] and [x - 0, x + 0] leads to two
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equations for the derivative of the Green's function as

~-G y (*,*', co) ,x', co)
x = x' + 0

= 1
x = x' - 0

(69)

and

(x, x\ co)
: = * , - 0

* p > •* . (70)

Thus we have obtained four equations for the four coefficients Ax -AA.

Substitution of the Green's function (65) into the equations (67)-(70) gives the
following matrix equation for the coefficients

sinfi ( a + x')

0

-BcosB(a

0

-sinfix' -cos fix'

-sin fix - cos fix

ficosfix' -Bsinfix'

0

sinfi (a -x )

0

-BcosBx BsinBx - BcosB (a - x) - j-sinB (a-x)

k
A2

A3

W

0

0
1

0

(71)

where the notation B = B (co) was introduced for shortness of writing. After some algebra,
the solution to the matrix equation is obtained as

= N-

j%-s'mB (a - x ) sin5(x'-A- ) - sin5(a -x')

sinfi (a + x') • I ^sinfi(a -x ) cos fix + cosfial

-sinfi (a + x') • f ^sinfi(a -x ) sinfix + sinfiaj

-sinfi (a +x')

(72)

where the factor N is

( a - x ) sinfi (a + x )
(73)

Substitution of the coefficients in (72) into (65) gives the Green's function, which fulfils (57)
for x' < x . The coefficients in (66) are determined in the same manner as the procedure given
above, and thus the complete Green's function defined by (57) is obtained for x' < x as
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Gy (x, x', co) =

NsinB (a + x) • [ 7-^-sinB (a-x ) sinB (x' -x ) - sinB (a -x') 1

( y ^ (74)
NsinB (a + x') • - ~ sin5 (a - x) sinB (x - x) - sinB (a - x) \

\BD P P )
-Ns'mB (a + x') sinB (a - x)

and for x' > x we have

Gy(x,x', co) = -

-/Vsinfi (a - x') sinB (a + x)

-NsinB (a - x') • I —~sin5 (a + x ) sin5 (JC - x ) + sinfi (a + x)

-NsinB (a-x) • ( ™rsinS (a + x) sinB (x' -x ) + sinB (a+x'))
\BD p p )

(75)

where the intervals on which the different expressions are valid have been left out for reasons
of space.

As far as the Green's function is concerned, we are going to let x' —» x and since it is
continuous at x = x , we may use (74) or (75) to write

Gy(x,xp,co) =

sinB (a - x ) sinB (a + x)

Bsin2Ba + j-sinB (a -x ) sinB (a + x )

sin5 (a +x ) sinB (a -x)

Bsin2Ba + jzsinB (a -x ) sinB (a +x )

x <, x

X ^ X ,

(76)

where the explicit expression for N in (73) have been used as well. This procedure is illus-
trated in Fig. 3.
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2.

-100 1000 100 -100 0
x x

Fig. 3. The figures show the spatial dependence of the amplitude of the Green's function
G (x, x', co) for x' > x (upper left) and x' < x (lower left). The positions of x - 0 and
x' = ±d/2 are indicated by dash-dotted lines in the corresponding figures. Letting
x' —>x from the r.h.s. and l.h.s., respectively, it can be seen that the Green's fimction
(right figures) does not depend on from which side we approach x .

The derivative of G wx.t. x' is discontinuous at x' = x and therefore its value
depends on how we let x' tend to x . This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4. To resolve this
problem, we define the symmetrical derivative as

= x
= , _ o] (77)

Thus we can write the explicit expression for G ' as
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xp =

\
-100 100

100

Fig. 4. The figures show the spatial dependence of the amplitude of the derivative of the
Green's function G ' (x, x', co) for x' > x (upper left) and x' < x (lower left). The posi-
tions of x = 0 and x' = ±d/2 are indicated by dash-dotted lines as in Fig. 3. Letting
x' —>.v from the r.h.s. and l.h.s., respectively, it can be seen that the derivatives of the
Green's function (right figures) are different depending on from which side we approach
x . Note that this is not the case for the Green's function G in Fig. 3.

sinB{a + x) \BcosB(a-x ^jrsinB (a - x )

Y

Bs'm2Ba + -f-sinB (a -x ) sinB (a +x )

sin5 (a -x) BcosB(a+x ) + a+x )

Bsin2Ba + ¥-s'mB (a -xp) sinB(a + x )

x<x

X

(78)

Equation (64) is the correct formal solution of the e/d problem, i.e. the perturbative
treatment of the vibrations of a finite rod. Since explicit expressions for G (x,x , co) ,
GJ (x, xp, co) jand §y(xp) have already been obtained previously in this report, only an
expression for § ' (x ) is still needed to obtain the complete explicit solution for the vibration
noise in the e/d model. Taking the derivative of (43) w.r.t. x at x - x ± 0, we obtain the
sought expression as
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V <V • \ [•»' w I , . , ,+o+V w I, -,, - o] • -f V i n 2 V P C79)

Substitution of (43) taken at JC = xp, (76), (78) and (79) into (64) leads to

El x<xp
(80)

E2 x>x

where the notations £'1 and E2 have been introduced for reasons of space. Here

sinB (a + x) BcosB(a -x ) + -y-sinfl (a -x )

ya + xp)sinBy(a-xp) +
Bsin2Ba + -^sinB (a -xn) sinfi(a + xn)

D P P (81)
sinB(a + x) sinB(a-xn) B

5sin25a + ̂  sinfl (a - jcp) sin5 (a + *p)

and

sinS(a-x) \BcosB(a+xp) + ̂ -sinB (a + xp)
E2 = si

„ (a -A' )
£> p '' (82)

sinB (a - x) sinB (a + x) B

n . n V • ^ ^ ^ 2
Bsm2Ba + -*-smB (a - x ) sinfi (a + ;t )

DP P

It is important to note the difference between B and B above, since

is frequency dependent and it appears in the derivation of the equation for the noise, e.g. (17),
while

is the buckling in the system with the static rod present (39). Since vLf, La and D are space-
time-independent material properties of the system, B is a constant.

An interesting question is how the correct solution of the e/d problem is related to the
FGW solution given in Ref. 1. As mentioned previously, the e/d results of Ref. 2 did differ
from the FGW ones, but the calculations there were based on the unperturbed Green's function
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GQ leading to an incorrect solution for the noise. Besides, treatment of the moving boundary
problem with both explicit calculations and perturbation theory (the equivalent of the z/d
method) were reported to agree in a recent publication Ref. 9. Therefore, one can expect
agreement between the e/d and FGW models, too. The solution in the latter case is reproduced
here, for reference, from Ref. 1:

- y
f

+ GQ (X, X , ©)

GQ ('V' V

(85)

Note that in the original paper (Ref. 1) GQ (x, x , co) was simply denoted as G (x, x , co) . In
the above solution the unperturbed Green's function GQ of (18) was used, but the effect of the
static rod was correctly taken into account in the solution. First, this means that the buckling
defined in the perturbed system B was used to obtain the B (co) in the unperturbed Green's
function GQ, instead of the original BQ. The equation for Go with the perturbed buckling cor-
responds to a non-critical system and thus no corresponding static diffusion equation exists.
However, due to the inhomogeneity of the equation for the Green's function, the Green's func-
tion itself always exists, even if the reactor is not critical. Second, the effect of the static rod
was included into the source function of the noise equation.

y' (x )
f

Since explicit expressions for GQ (x, x', co) , GQ' (x, xp, co) , ty (xp) and y

have already been given previously in this report, only an explicit expression for
GQ (X , x , co) is needed to perform a direct comparison between the E/d result (64) and the
FGW result (85). The derivative of the Green's function (24) w.r.t. x' is continuous at x' - x
and it is given here for later reference

GQ'(x,xp,co) =

sinfi (a +x)BcosB (a -x )

sinfl (a - x) BcosB (a + x )

B sin IB a

x < x.
(86)

where, of course, we have used the perturbed buckling as

B = fl(co) = B\ 1 -
1/2

(87)

From (86) one directly obtains GQ' (X x , co) as
r r

"' (x , x , w) s - TGQ' (.r, x , co) + GQ' (X, x co)u P o]
1sin 25A-

= x -oj 2 si
(88)

Thus, substitution of (43) taken at x = xp, as well as (79), (24), (86) and (88) into (85) leads to
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x<x.

1*4 X>Xp
(89)

where

sinB (a + x) BcosB (a - x )

Bsin2Ba

r B_.

p)swBy(a-xp)

sinS (a + x) sinB (a - x )

Bs'wlBa

sin2Bx

Y sinB (a + x ) sinfi (a - x )
i _i_ JL HI £_

D Bsin2Ba

(90)

and

sin5 (a - x) B cosB (a + x )
P

sinB (a - x) sinB (a + x )

Bsin2Sa

(a - xp) sinBy(a

Y sin5 (a + x ) sinB (a - x )

_ Bsin2Ba

(91)

On rewriting (90) we obtain
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a + x)BcosB(a-x) s'wBv(a + x) sinBv(a-x)
£ 1 £ 1 £_

Bs'm2Ba + ̂ -s'mB (a + xp) sinB(a-xp)

Ys'mB (a + x) BcosB (a - x ) sinB (a + x) sinB (a - x ) -j-sinB (a + x ) sinB (a - x )

Bsin2Bal T--sinB(tf+ xp) sinB (a - £ ) I

-sinB (a +x) sinB (a -x )

Bv y sin2BxD

Bsin2Ba + ̂ sinB(a + x ) sinB(<3-x )

sinB (a + x) BcosB (a - x ) sin/? (a + x ) sinB (a - x )

Bsin2B<3 + TjsinB (a + x ) sinB (a - x )

Y sinB ( a + x ) sinB (a -x ) sinB (a +x ) sinB (a -x )( \ sin2Bx
_|_ X < 1 £ 1 tL.1 £ +

D D O D Y n / ^ D / A ^ 2 sin2Ba
Bsin2Ba + p:SinB (a + x ) sine (a - x )

Bsin2Ba „ ,
Bsin2Ba + — sinB (a + x ) s i n B ( a - x I

DP P
sinB (a+x) sinB (a+x ) sinB (a -x ) r y

1 S 1 £-1 BcosB (a - xp) + ^ s i n B (a - xr

Bsin2Ba + ^sinB (a +x ) sinB (a -x )

sinB (a + x) sinB (a - x ) —Tsin2B x

YBsin2Ba +-1-sinB (a+ x ) s i n B ( a - x )

where the last expression is identical to the one in (81) (see also (80)) for the noise in the e/d
model and for x<x Rewriting (91) in the same manner as above shows, as expected, that
EA = E2. Thus we have shown that the explicit FGW solution is equivalent to the explicit solu-
tion in the e/d model in a slab reactor.

This way of proving the equivalence of the two approaches is, however, very laborious
and not very demonstrative, because it is based on a large number of identities involving various
trigonometric functions. We have found a much more compact way of proving the equivalence,
which is also more transparent in our view. It is based on the fact that by using the defining
equations for GQ and Gy,Le: equations (18) and (57), respectively, and a few tricks, it is
possible to express G and G ' in terms of GQ and GQ .. without the need of using the explicit
solution of any of them. This is no doubt the most economical way of proving the equivalence.
Besides, this method can be extended in a straightforward manner to two dimensions. The gain
of using this method, i.e. avoiding explicit solutions, is even larger there, since the explicit
solutions are significantly more complicated in 2-D. This compact method of proving the
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equivalence in 1-D and its extension to 2-D is performed in a forthcoming communication (Ref.
10). In the following this simpler method will be described in 1-D.

We need to express G (x, x , co) and G ' (x, x , co) with Go (x, x , co) and
Go ' (A, x , co) . Here it is important to note that in the continuation we will use the
aforementioned perturbed buckling (B in B (co) ) in the equation for the unperturbed Green's
function (18). Since G (x, x', co) is continuous everywhere, also at x' = x , this function can
be sought directly from (57) by setting x' = A* , i.e. from

-i-.Gy(jc,xp,©) +fl2(co)GY(A-,xp!co) -Zb(x-xp)Gy(x,xp,<o) =b(x-xp) (92)
dx

Then one notices that the homogeneous part of this equation, i.e. for x * x , is the same as that
of (18). Since GQ and G also satisfy the same boundary conditions, one can seek G as being
proportional to Go for x * x as

Gy (x, xp, co) = A • Go (A-, xp, co) (93)

where A is a constant. In principle, one might expect two different constants to be necessary
for the regions x < x and x > x , respectively, but it is easy to confirm that those two con-
stants would be equal, due to the fact that both GQ and G are continuous at x = x . Integra-
tion of (92) between x - 0 and x + 0 yields

G'\ -G'\ = 1 +^G (x ,x ,co) =A (94)
' 1 ^ = ̂ + 0 Y \x = xp-o D y P P

Here the last equality was obtained by using (93) on the l.h.s. of (94) and noticing that

G o 1 - G o ' | ft
=1 (95)

which is obtained by integrating (18) between x - 0 and x + 0. Putting then

Gy (xp, Xp, co) = A • Go (xp, xp, co)

into (94), A can be expressed in terms of Go (x , x , co) , and simple algebra yields

Gn (x, x. co)
Gy(x,xp,co) = ° p (96)

1

Next we need to derive Gy' in terms of Go and G^. For obvious reasons it is not possible to
obtain this relationship by simply taking the derivative of (96) w.r.t. x . The reason is that, as
seen from Fig. 4, in taking the l.h.s. and r.h.s. derivatives, first the derivatives need to be taken
for x' < x and x' > xp, respectively, then the substitution x' = x can be made. This latter
substitution is, however, already made in (96), thus there is no way to reconstruct the right and
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left hand side derivatives from there.

Hence another route is selected for the determination of G' We introduce the
notations

Ho (x, x', co) = ̂ pG0 (x, x\ co) (97)

and

HAx,x\ co) = J L G (*,*', co) (98)
I OX ^

Equations for these can be derived by differentiating (18) and (57) with respect to x'. In the
first of these, one can immediately make the substitution x' = x , thus obtaining

d "Q(x,x co)+B2(co)tf0(A-,.v co) =-^-b(x-x ) (99)
dx

Here on the r.h.s. the identity

J-£(x-x') = -JLbix-x') (100)
ox ox

was used. Integrating (99) between x - 0 and x + 0 shows that / /0 has a continuous deriva-
tive w.r.t. x at x = x . Multiplying with (x - x ) and integrating between the same bounda-
ries gives that HQ itself is discontinuous at x = x , i.e.

H0(x,x co) I -HQ(x,x ,(o)\ = 1 (101)
>Xp - U IXp + U

Similarly, for H (x, x', co) one obtains by differentiating (57)

2

—jHy (x, x', co) + B1 (co) Hy (x, x\ co) - ^ 5 (JC - xp) Hy (x, x', co) = - ~ 5 (x - x') (102)

Integrating (102) between [x -0,x +0] and [x'-0,x' + 0] with and without multiplying
with (.v - x ) and (x - x') , respectively, yields that H is continuous at x = x but has a
discontinuous derivative, whereas it is discontinuous at x = x' with a continuous derivative at
that point.

Putting now x' to x ± 0 , we notice that for x*x' = x ±0, equation (102) for H
becomes identical to both (18) for Go and (99) for HQ. An examination of the discontinuity
properties of Hy above, compared to those of GQ and HQ shows that for x * x' = x ±0 , H
can be found in the form
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Hy (x, xp ± 0, co) = A± Go (x, xp, co) + C± HQ (x, xp, co) (103)

Here A± and C± are constants, whose values depend on whether x' = x + 0 or
x' = x - 0 through the fact that HQ has a discontinuity at x = x . Since, by the definition
(98), H is the derivative of G w.r.t. x', this is just an expression of the fact that G has a dis-
continuous derivative at x' = x (cf. also (64) and (62)).

The two equations (64) and (62) also show that in the e/d model, the symmetrical
derivative is needed. It is easy to confirm that this can be obtained by taking (103) at x' = x ,
i.e.

Hy (x, xp, co) = A • Go (x, xp, co) + C • HQ (x, xp, co) (104)

and at the same time define

HQ (xp, xp, co) = - { HQ (xp - 0, xp, co) + HQ (xp + 0, xp, co) } = G% (xp, xp, co) (105)

The equation for H becomes, from (102)

-^H (x,x <o) +B-{<D)H (x,x,a>) -#>(x-x )Hy(x,x. co) =-^(x-x) (106)
dx °

Putting (104) into (106) and integrating around x yields

A-ZAGQ (xp, xp, co) - ^C J 5 (x - xp) HQ (x, xp, co) dx = 0 (107)

From the above the significance of the value of x' is clear. Since HQ has a break at x = x if
one used (102) with x' = x ± 0 instead of (106), then the integral would yield

and

CDH0 ( V X
P ~ °- <°) •

leading to the Hy (x, xp + 0, co) and Hy (x, xp - 0, co) of (103), respectively. We shall, how-
ever, use here (105) to evaluate (107), i.e. we shall define the integral of the discontinuous
function HQ with a 5 -function as
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J 5 (A- - xp) Ho (x, xp, co) dx = Ho (xp, xp, co) (108)

Thus one obtains

A-(l-%G0(x x co)l = £CGJ(X x co) (109)

Multiplying (106) by (x - x ) and integrating yields

C = 1 (110)

hence

A = J!— U. ( m )

and finally,

5 < V (xp, x , co) GQ (x, x , co)5 p
Hy = Gy ' {x, xp, co) = ~ + Go ' (x, xp, co) (112)

Substituting (96) and (112) into (64) will now lead directly to the earlier FGW result (85).

It is thus seen that the correct form of the e/d model, based on the Green's function
determined by (57), gives a result that is identical with the FGW result in Ref. 1. This means
that the perturbative treatment of the small vibrations of a finite rod gives correct results.

It was possible to prove the equivalence of the two solutions from the known FGW
solutions and the defining equations of the corresponding Green's functions without using the
explicit expressions of any of them. This made the proof relatively easy to derive. Further, the
method employed, with due extensions, is possible to apply in two dimensions.

3. A Comparison between the Noise Obtained by the e/d Model and the
Weak Absorber Approximation

The different explicit solutions derived in the last section will be used to illustrate the
vibration noise in a slab reactor and in two different approximations of the noise source. Since
the vibration noise was derived in the e/d model in the last section, the vibration noise in the
weak absorber approximation will also be derived here. In the weak absorber approximation the
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rod vibrations are modelled using 6 -functions and the resulting perturbation of the absorption
cross section takes the form:

-Hx-xp)} (113)

Assuming that the vibrating absorber is weak, i.e. it has a small y, the effect of the static rod
may be neglected in the equation for the noise (17) and in the defining equation for the Green's
function (18). Thus, the vibration noise in this model can be calculated by Fourier transform-
ing (113), putting this into the source function (15) and integrating it together with the corre-
sponding Green's function (24). The result is

8<|) (x, co) = f GQ (x, x', co) SQ (X', CO) dx' =

(114)
= ~{G0(x,xp + E((o),(a)^0(xp + e(Gi)) -G0(x,xp,(n)$0(xp)}

Since the vibration amplitude is assumed to be small relative to the size of the reactor, i.e.
\e(t)\«a, it is possible to perform a Taylor expansion of GQ(x,x + e(co), co) and
<|)0(x +e(co)) around x = x as

Go (x, xp + e (co), co) » Go {x, xp> co) + e (co) • GQ' (x, x', co) \x, = x

. / / _ , . ~P (H5)

where we have only retained the linear terms. Thus, we arrive at the solution for the vibration
induced noise in the weak absorber approximation

^ {GQ' {X, xp, co) $Q (xp) + GQ(x, xp, co) 4>0' (xp) } (116)

and substitution of (3), (24) and (86) into (116) yields

p

where

E5 = sin5(a+x) {BcosB (a -x ) COSBQX + sinB (a - x )B sinBQx }

(118)
E6 = s'mB(a-x) {-BcosB (a + x ) cosBQx + sinfi (a + x )BQsinBQx }

This is the explicit solution for the vibration induced noise in the weak absorber approxima-
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tion.

The classical limiting cases in noise theory are: a small reactor a —$ 0 or a slow
perturbation co —> 0; a medium size reactor or a medium frequency; and an infinite system
a _> oo or a high frequency co —» °°. The noise in these limiting cases and in the weak absorber
approximation are given in Ref. 11. Here we will study the noise in a medium sized reactor of
2a = 300 cm diameter. The vibration frequency is set to the medium value of co = 10 rad/s,
which is in the plateau region of the zero reactor transfer function (Fig. 1). The values of the
other material properties used in the creation of the figures are given in the Appendix. Since the
static neutron fluxes contain an arbitrary factor (see (32) and (43)), the magnitude of the noise
will also be arbitrary due to this factor. Remembering that the comparison of the spatial
behaviour of the perturbed fluxes in Fig. 2 required that the fluxes were normalized, we now
normalize the noise in the e/d model 5(|>e/rf to the noise in the weak absorber approximation

. The normalization is performed by a least squares method as

£>•*>«) - & < f w ( * > « ) ] 2 ^ ' = 0 (119)

Thus we may compare the spatial behaviour of the noise, but not the magnitude, in the two
approximations.

The negative reactivity effect on the reactor, which is caused by the presence of the
static rod (i.e. rod worth), depends both on the strength of the rod y and its position x . In other
words, the static rod is more effective where the unperturbed flux is large. The rod worth W is
simply calculated as

W = --2- = - I - 1 (120)
P ~ B2

0

where B is obtained from (45). The unit relative worth of the negative reactivity in the system
with the rod present with respect to p^ is considered as a useful measure of the strength of the
static rod. Since reactivates in absolute values vary with reactor size, a relative value with
respect to pM is reactor normalized and hence it gives an objective indication of the effect of
the static rod. The unit of rod worth W is denoted by IF in line with the definition used in Ref.
1. In our case the reactor is close to a power reactor in size, where one has approximately

Poo^P => $. .«1 (121)

The rod worth can in this case be given in dollars, since HF = 1 $. The noise for a rod of
strength y = 0.04 and for two different rod positions x /a = 0 and x /a = 0.5, respec-
tively, is given in Fig. 5. It is clear from the figure that the differences in spatial behaviour
between the weak absorber approximation and the e/d model are rather small, despite the
rather strong rod. However, the figures show that the behaviour of the noise in the e/d model
is somewhat more localized than in the weak absorber approximation. This behaviour gets
more pronounced with stronger rods and with larger slab reactors. On the other hand, for small
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Fig. 5. The figures show the spatial dependence of the amplitude and phase of the noise in
the weak absorber approximation (dashed line) and in the e/rf model (solid line) for two
different rod positions x /a = 0 to the left and x /a = 0.5 to the right. The static rod
worth is 1.26$ in the left figure and 0.46$ in the right one.

reactors the noise approaches the spatial behaviour of the static flux. Finally, we give an
extreme example of the spatial behaviour of the noise for a large reactor, where (121) is not
valid, with a very strong rod Fig. 6. Actually this rod is very close to infinite strength, since
W = 3fF corresponds to 7 —> °° and the complete splitting of the 1-D core into two separate
parts.
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I 0

1-100

-200
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Fig. 6. The figures show the spatial dependence of the amplitude and
phase of the noise, in the weak absorber approximation (dashed
line) and in the e/d model (solid line), for a reactor of diameter
450 cm and with a central rod of worth W = 2.99 7.

4. Summary

The correct perturbative treatment of the noise induced by small vibrations of a strong
absorber rod in a slab reactor has been given in this paper. This perturbative calculation is called
the e/d model in Ref. 2. In the previous work, however, the unperturbed Green's function
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(which neglects the effect of the static rod) was used. This led to incorrect results and apparent
contradictions with other methods for calculating vibration induced noise. The present
calculations show that the correct perturbative treatment of the vibration problem yields results
which are in agreement with other known results, notably with the solution of the 1-D FGW
problem. The result was also compared with the noise given by the weak absorber
approximation.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that there is yet another way of treating the vibration
problem which is based on a transformation method with which non-stationary boundary value
problems may be treated, such as a moving boundary (Ref. 9). This method was also used for
the vibration problem and equivalence with the e/d and FGW solutions was found. Results of
that work will be reported in a forthcoming communication (Ref. 12).
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Appendix

The basic parameter values used in the creation of the figures throughout this report
are given in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Parameter values

Diffusion coefficient D

Fission source factor vLy

Slab reactor size 2a

Precursor decay constant X

Fraction of delayed neutrons [3

Prompt neutron generation time A

1.254 cm

0.0227 cm"1

300 cm

0.1 s-1

0.0075

75 |̂ s
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